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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Location 
 

The Finkolo exploration permit, which contains the Tabakoroni gold project, is located in 
southern Mali approximately 300 kilometers southeast of Bamako, the capital city. The 
project is approximately 33 kilometers south of Resolute Mining Limited’s Syama gold 
mine (“SOMISY”) where production recently resumed. Construction is now complete, 
treatment of oxide ore has commenced and the operational commissioning of the sulphide 
circuit begun. 
 

Ownership 
 

The concession currently covers an area of 76 square kilometers, and was initially 
acquired by Etruscan Resources Mali SARL (“Etruscan”) from Bagoe National 
Corporation SARL (“Bagoe”), a private Malian company. Etruscan entered into an option 
and joint venture agreement with Resolute Mining Ltd. (“Resolute”) in November 2003. 
Under the terms of the agreement Resolute earned a 60% interest in the Finkolo project 
and acts as operator of the joint venture. Under the terms of the joint venture agreement, 
Resolute was required to finance all costs of the joint venture until completion of a 
feasibility study. Etruscan is required to reimburse Resolute for its share of joint venture 
costs from 50% of its share of future project cash flow. 
 
On July 2, 2010, an application for an exploitation permit over the Tabakoroni Gold 
Deposit was submitted to the National Department of Geology and Mines (“DNGM”) 
and included a feasibility study and an EIS. Granting of the exploitation permit is subject 
to the issuance by the DNGM of an acceptance letter of the filing of the exploitation 
permit application, review by the various Government departments, holding of technical 
meetings and EIS public meetings and issuance of an environmental permit to mine. 
 
 

Geology 
 

The Finkolo exploration permit is underlain by rocks of the Archean-Proterozoic Man 
Shield which forms the southern half of the larger West African Craton. The geology of 
the Tabakoroni deposit is dominated by greenstone rocks of the Syama Formation which 
consists of fine to medium grained meta-sediments, mafic volcanics and minor felsic 
intrusives. The carbonaceous, sedimentary rocks are preferentially deformed and 
comprise the Tabakoroni Main Shear Zone in which the bulk of the gold mineralization is 
hosted. 
 

Mineralization 
 

The Tabakoroni gold prospect has four main styles of hypogene gold mineralization; 
silica-sulphide lode in carbonaceous fault zones, stylolitic quartz reef in fault zones, 
quartz-iron carbonate-sulphide lodes in mafic volcanics and quartz-sulphide stockworks 
in silicified sediments and porphyry dykes. 
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Exploration 
 

Recent exploration at Tabakoroni has focused on the delineation and characterization of 
the gold mineralization along the Tabakoroni Main Shear Zone. The deposit has been 
drilled on roughly 25 meter centres over a strike length of 2 kilometers and to a vertical 
depth of between 150 and 265 meters. The deposit remains open along strike and at 
depth. 
 
Historical and recent exploration has been carried out under the supervision of technically 
qualified personnel applying standard industry approaches and procedures. 
 
Metallurgy 
 

All metallurgical testing was designed and reported by Metallurgical Design of Perth, 
Australia and all testing was carried out by Ammtec Ltd., of Perth, Australia. Two test 
programs were carried out on samples of Tabakoroni ore over the period September 2008 
to August 2009. A considerable number and volume of samples was provided by 
Resolute on a number of occasions throughout the course of the test programs and are 
considered representative samples. 
 

The metallurgical test work on the ore indicates that for direct leaching (CIL) the 
recoveries for the oxide and transition mineralisation will be about 90% and for the fresh 
ore (refractory) approximately 48%. The gold recoveries for the fresh ore can be 
improved to 65% by processing the ore via the flotation/roaster/CIL circuit at Syama.  
Table i shows the recoveries and extraction process used in the study for the various ore 
types.  
 

Ore Type Metallurgical Recovery % Gold Extraction Process  

Oxide 89% CIL 

Transition 89% CIL 

Primary 66% Flotation/ Roaster/ CIL 

 

Table i: Tabakoroni Metallurgical Recovery. 
Mineral Resources 
 

The most recent resource estimate for Tabakoroni was completed by Resolute in July 
2009. A summary of the estimated resources at 1.0 g/t cut off is provided in Table ii. 
 

Category Tonnes 
(t) 

Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(oz) 

Measured 2,300,000 2.9 220,000 

Indicated 4,500,000 2.7 390,000 

Measured & Indicated 6,800,000 2.8 610,000 

Inferred 3,100,000 2.2 220,000 

 
Table ii: Tabakoroni Resource Estimate (MIK) at a 1.0 g/t Cut Off. 
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The estimation and classification of the resource are in accordance with the criteria set 
out in the Canadian National Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral 
Projects of December 2005. 
 
Mineral Reserves 
 

The reserve estimation for the Tabakoroni deposit is based on a gold price of US$900/oz 
which is projected to be the average gold price on commencement of the project. The life 
of the operation is anticipated to be 3 years and the ore will be sourced from three 
separate open pits that have been defined along the strike of the deposit. A total of 2.4 
million tonnes of ore grading 3.05g/t (237,000 ounces) with a strip ratio of 9.5 to 1 will 
be mined. 
 

Table iii shows the breakdown of the reserves. The contained gold within oxide and 
transition (partial oxidation) zones represents 79% of the ounces within the pit designs. 
 

 

Proven Probable Total 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold 
Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(oz) 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold 
Grade
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(oz) 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold 
Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(oz) 

Oxide 417,000 2.3 30,800 818,000 2.5 65,700 1,235,000 2.4 97,000 

Transition 415,000 3.6 48,000 419,000 3.2 43,100 834,000 3.4 91,000 

Fresh 205,000 4.6 30,300 144,000 4.0 18,500 349,000 4.4 49,000 

Total 1,037,000 3.3 109,100 1,381,000 2.9 127,300 2,418,000 3.0 237,000 

 
Table iii: Tabakoroni Reserve Estimate (>1.0 g/t Au). 

 

Development and Operations 
 

The pits will be mined by conventional open pit methods utilising a mining contractor 
and the ore hauled to the Syama Plant 33 km to the north for treatment. 
 

The Syama processing plant has the capability to treat non-refractory (oxide) and 
refractory (sulphide, organic carbon) ores at an annual capacity of 2.4Mt. 
 

The proposed haul road for transport of ore from Tabakoroni to Syama for processing 
will pass through the Fourou Conservation Area. This has been examined in detail in a 
separate Environmental Impact Study. The study concluded that while there will be 
impacts on the environment within the conservation area, if managed correctly they will 
be limited to the right-of-way of the haul road and its immediate environs. The road 
access will affect a surface area of approximately 96.05 hectares. The proposed road will 
be built to utilise previous roads used to mine deposits within the conservation area, 
disturbed areas and areas with limited growth (lateritic outcrops). By-passing the 
conservation area would require the ore haulage trucks to pass through or very close to 
the Fourou Township, which could result in numerous accidents. The cost of additional 
kilometres of installed haul road would also impact on the economics of the project. 
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Project Implementation 
 

The Tabakoroni project is divided into two components; the mine area and the haul-road 
between Tabakoroni and Syama. It is estimated that the pre-establishment of the haul-
road and the mining area prior to mining will take approximately four months. The 
design phase of the Project will commence upon receipt of approval from the board of 
directors of the mining company established to undertake development of the Project. 
The mining company through its Project Manager will engage the following contractors 
to initiate Project activities: 
 

 Mining contractor to undertake clearing and grubbing; 
 Building contractor; 
 An electrical contractor, and 
 Contractor for road works. 

 

The mining company and its contractors will be employing a combination of senior 
expatriate and Malian personnel for the Project. The mining company will have its 
operating policies in place for all the recruited workers and appropriate training will be 
carried out to ensure safe working practices for the operation. The structure involves an 
Operations Manager managing both the Syama and Tabakoroni sites, supported by senior 
managers and superintendents that have experience in managing an equivalent sized 
operation. This will provide sufficient expertise suitable for the operation. 
 

The mining company and contractors will employ approximately 150 workers for the 
Project. This excludes those working on the processing plant at Syama employed by 
SOMISY. The Tabakoroni work force will be directly involved in mining ore and waste, 
hauling of the ore, site security and supervision of traffic related to the haul road 
crossings. 
 

Financial Summary 
 

The Project economics are based on an achievable mining rate for the size of the open 
pits utilising the most appropriate equipment size. The initial mining rate is 8.6 million 
tonnes per annum decreasing to 6.2 million tonnes per annum in the final year of the 
mining operation. It is planned to schedule construction of the haul road and site facilities 
when all licences (issuing of mining permit), formation of mining company, agreements 
(toll treatment) and land compensation have been completed. This will allow the 
negotiating of project finance, reaching agreements with companies providing services 
for the mining operation and a toll treating agreement with SOMISY for treating the ore 
through their process plant. 
 

The mining costs were determined by PW Mining who is the mining contractor used by 
SOMISY at the Syama Gold Project, based on designs and schedules supplied by 
Resolute.  Plant operating costs were provided by SOMISY, and overhead costs 
developed from Resolute’s databases. The project economics are based on a gold price of 
US$900/oz as this is the projected average price of gold for the project. 
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The estimated capital cost of the Project is US$1.65 million as at Q3, 2009 to an accuracy 
of ±20%. 
 

The estimated annual operating cost of the Project is US$56.67 million as at Q3, 2009 to 
an accuracy of ±20%. This equates to US$59.12/t ore milled, or US$710/oz.  Due to the 
size of the Project, pre-production mining costs have been not been considered as part of 
the capital expense. 
 

At US$900 per ounce the Base Case Model has the following economic parameters; 
 

 NPV (10%)  US$11.9 million 
 Net Cash   US$16.98 million 
 Mali Royalty (3%) US$5.4 million 
 Recovered oz  0.201 million 
 Cash Costs US$/oz US$710 
 Op Cost /t milled US$59.12 

 

Annual throughput; 
 

 for SOMISY plant 2.4Mtpa @ 90% availability 
 Average Grade  3.05/t Au 
 Project Life  3.1 years 

 

The net cash from the Project after capital, operating costs and taxes (including royalty) 
is estimated at US$17 million. The Malian State with its equity, royalty and taxes (direct 
and indirect) is expected to earn US$22.4 million from the Project. 
 

Government Relations 
 

Etruscan and Resolute (as Manager of the Joint Venture), have an established relationship 
with the National Department of Mines and Geology (“DNGM”). Under the Mining 
Code the DNGM is the government organisation responsible for the monitoring and 
administration of exploration and mining activities in Mali. The partners involved with 
the Tabakoroni Project are committed to full compliance with the Mining Code and the 
directives of the DNGM. 
 

In liaison with the National Department of Sanitation and Pollution and Nuisance Control 
(DNACPN), DNGM through the Director of Mines oversees environmental activities and 
compliance of mining operations. 
 

The Director of Mines acts on behalf of the Ministers of Mines, Environment, Labour / 
Employment and Health to ensure that the mining activities comply with the various acts 
and regulations that are in force from time to time. 
 

Environmental 
 

A management plan will be established to ensure that appropriate environmental 
procedures and strategies are employed to mitigate any identified risks and ensure 
compliance with the appropriate regulations. 
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Progressive rehabilitation of all disturbed areas once in operation.  Baseline studies have 
commenced and future expenditure has been included in the mining operating cost 
estimate. 
 

During the public consultation, some negative impacts of the Projects were highlighted, 
but the majority of the people welcomed the development of the Project as they saw 
many potential benefits. Whilst the mine may disrupt the activities of the inhabitants of 
the surrounding area, employment opportunities and the improvement of local 
infrastructure (health and education) are considered positive aspects of the Project. 
 

Risks and Opportunities 
 

There are a number of opportunities to improve the economics and life of the Project, 
including; 
 

 Supply of power from Côte d’Ivoire would lower treatment costs for SOMISY at 
Syama and in turn the Finkolo ore treatment costs. 

 Further exploration success. 
 

Risks to the Project are; 
 

 The required environmental permit and Finkolo exploitation permit  may not be 
granted by the regulatory authorities. 

 The proposed haul road between Tabakoroni and Syama may not be approved by 
the regulatory authorities.  

 SOMISY may not receive approval from the regulatory authorities to treat the 
Tabakoroni ore.  

 An increase in world oil prices could increase operating costs for processing, 
mining and transport. 

 Gold price could drop lower than the US$900 used in the evaluation.  
 Water supply for the mining and processing could be reduced. 
 Grade of the ore could be less than projected in the feasibility study. 
 Operational and technical risks, including geological, geotechnical and 

metallurgical risks. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Results of the economic analysis indicate that exploitation of the Tabakoroni Gold 
Deposit is economically viable by hauling and treating the ore at the existing Syama 
processing plant. 
 

Based on a gold price of US$900 per ounce, the project returns a net cash flow of US$17 
million and a base case net present value of US$11.9 million, using a 10% real discount 
rate. 
 

Recommendations 
 

Work should continue to establish a gold mining operation at Tabakoroni and haul ore to 
Syama. 
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Opportunities exist in most areas of the Project to be more rigorously investigated to firm 
up certain assumptions and or removing some of the risks identified during the feasibility 
study. 
 
INTRODUCTION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
On June 10th, 2010 Resolute Mining Limited (“Resolute”) completed a feasibility report 
for the Tabakoroni Gold Deposit located on the Finkolo exploration permit in southern 
Mali, West Africa on behalf of the joint venture between Resolute and Etruscan 
Resources Inc. (“Etruscan”) relating to the Finkolo exploration permit.  
 
This report is based solely on the technical and scientific information contained in 
Resolute’s “Tabakoroni Gold Project, Mali, Technical Study”. Resolute is a “producing 
issuer” as the term is defined in National Instrument 43-101. The person responsible for 
the preparation and supervision of Resolute’s report was Terry Brown, who is a 
professional geologist with 30 years experience in the mining and evaluation of mineral 
properties internationally, including 15 years as a development geologist within Resolute 
Mining Limited.  Terry Brown is the Technical Manager of Resolute Mining Limited and 
a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (“AusIMM”) and is a 
Qualified Person as defined in Canadian National Instrument 43-101. 
 
A full listing of abbreviations used in this report is provided in Table 1 below. 
 
Abbr. Description Abbr. Description 
$ US dollars Mcfa million African Financial Community 

franc Au gold 
G billion Moz million ounces 
BCM bulk cubic meters Mt million tonnes 
cm centimetre N (Y) northing 
CDN$ Canadian dollars oz troy ounce 
E (X) easting ppb parts per billion 
g gram ppm parts per million 
g/t grams per tonne of gold QA quality assurance 
JV Joint Venture QC quality control 
kg kilogram RAB rotary air blast 
km kilometre RC reverse-circulation 
km2 square kilometre RQD rock quality designation 
M million SG specific gravity 
m metres t tonnes 
MIK multiple indicator kriging a Years 
mm millimetre   

 
Table 1: List of Abbreviations. 

 
The coordinate system used on most maps included in this report is Universal Transverse 
Mercator (“UTM”), WGS 84 datum in zone 29N. 
 
The authors of this report were responsible for monitoring results from the Tabakoroni 
project, as provided by Resolute in accordance with the option and joint venture 
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agreement between Etruscan and Resolute relating to the Finkolo exploration permit area.  
During June 2006, Mr. Woodman visited the Finkolo exploration permit to review the 
exploration and geology of the deposit and has monitored all subsequent work. 
 
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 
 
The Finkolo exploration permit lays approximately 300 kilometers southeast of Bamako, 
the capital city of Mali, in the Sikasso region of southern Mali (Figure 1).  The Finkolo 
exploration permit is located just 33 kilometers south of Resolute’s Syama Gold Project 
(“SOMISY”) and is centered on 100 35’ North latitude and 060 09’ West longitude. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Project Location Map, Finkolo Project, Mali, West Africa. 
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The Finkolo exploration permit covers an area of 76 square kilometers, and was initially 
acquired in July 2004 by Etruscan from Bagoe a private Malian company.  The Project 
includes the 76 square kilometers area of the current Finkolo exploration permit as well 
as the Galamakourou Exploration Authorisation 19 square kilometer area (for which an 
application to include into the current Finkolo exploration permit was filed on March 3, 
2009) and a 52 square kilometer zone subject of an application for an exploration permit. 
 
On July 2, 2010, an application for an exploitation permit over the total 148 square 
kilometres area as described above, was submitted to the DNGM and included a 
feasibility study and an EIS. Granting of the exploitation permit is subject to the issuance 
by the DNGM of an acceptance letter of the filing of the exploitation permit application, 
review by the various Government departments, holding of technical meetings and EIS 
public meetings and issuance of an environmental permit to mine. 
 
Table Two is an organizational diagram of the Etruscan corporate structure within Mali 
showing the permit holdings included in the Finkolo Project. 
 

 
 

Table 2: Malian Corporate Structure with Respect to Finkolo JV Interests. 
 
Mali implemented a new mining code in 1999 in which five types of mining titles are 
defined; Exploration Authorization, Prospecting Authorization, Exploration Permit, 
Mining Licence and a Small Scale Mining Licence granted to a Malian corporation.   
Exploration Permits are valid for three years and can be renewed twice, for three years 
each time, with 50% reductions at each renewal. The Finkolo exploration permit is an 
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Exploration Permit which was originally granted on July 18, 2001. The permit has been 
renewed twice and applications are pending for new Exploration Permits in respect of the 
areas abandoned on renewal.   
 
Table Three lists the concession’s pertinent information. 
 

Permit 
Name 

Permit 
Type 

Arrêté 
Number 

Original 
Holder 

Arrêté 
Expiry 

     
Finkolo Exploration 

permit 
07-1858 Bagoe National Corporation SARL  17-Jul-10 

     

Table 3: Concession Information. 
 
Etruscan Resources Bermuda Ltd. (“ERBL”) entered into an option agreement, dated 
August 29, 2002, with Bagoe of Bamako, Mali to acquire 100% of the Finkolo 
exploration permit. ERBL exercised this option in July, 2004. 
 
On November 7, 2003 Etruscan entered into an option and joint venture agreement with 
Resolute.  Under the terms of the JV agreement with Etruscan, Resolute had the right to 
earn a 60% joint venture Interest by solely contributing US$3,000,000 to joint venture 
expenditures. By February 2007 Resolute incurred the necessary expenditures to earn a 
60% interest in the joint venture. Under the terms of the agreement, Resolute has funded 
Etruscan’s share of the feasibility study preparation costs which Etruscan will repay from 
one-half of Etruscan’s share of production cash flow from the Project. 
 
There are certain liabilities and obligations to third parties in respect of the Finkolo 
exploration permit, including the entitlement of: 
 

a) Bagoe to a 5% free carried interest in any exploitation company that will be 
formed following the grant of any exploitation permit; and 

b) Namakan Damfing KEITA to a 2% net smelter return interest following the grant 
of any exploitation permit and the creation of any exploitation company; and 

c) the State of Mali to a 10% free carried interest in any exploitation company that 
will be formed following the grant of any exploitation permit.  

 
Resolute is deemed the joint venture Manager whilst it is the sole contributor to joint 
venture expenditure, or holds a joint venture interest of 50% or greater. 
 
During 2006 an additional concession called N’Gokoli was added to the joint venture, 
further expanding the available strike length of the prospective Syama shear zone.  
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By Arrêté dated July 14, 2004 with an effective date of July 8, 2004, the initial Finkolo 
exploration permit was reduced from 319 km2 to 160 km2. The Finkolo exploration 
permit was subsequently renewed a second time by Arrêté dated July 17, 2007 and 
reduced to the current size of 76 km2.  Table Four lists the co-ordinates of the Finkolo 
exploration permit and Figure 2 shows the concession outline over the 1:200,000 scale 
topographic map. 
 
 

Point Latitude Longitude 
Finkolo 
A 10º41'00"N 06º08'45"W 
B 10º41'00"N 06º07'18"W 
C 10º38'12"N 06º07'18"W 
D 10º38'12"N 06º07'38"W 
E 10º36'57"N 06º07'38"W 
F 10º36'57"N 06º08'08"W 
G 10º35'41"N  06º08'08"W  
H 10º35'41"N  06º08'26"W  
I 10º35'04"N  06º08'26"W  
J 10º35'04"N  06º08'43"W  
K 10º30'07"N  06º08'43"W  
L 10º30'07"N  06º10'44"W  
M 10º38'12"N  06º10'44"W  
N 10º38'12"N  06º08'45"W  
   
Estimated Surface Area – 76 km2

 
Table 4: Geographic Coordinates of the Finkolo exploration permit. 
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Figure 2: Finkolo exploration permit, Mali. 
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ACCESSIBILITY, CLIMATE, LOCAL RESOURCES, INFRASTRUCTURE AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 
 
Bamako, the capital of Mali, is serviced by direct flights from Paris seven times a week 
by Air France.  
 
The Finkolo exploration permit is located in the southern part of Mali, approximately 390 
km by road from the capital city of Bamako. It is situated within the district of Fourou, 
Kadiolo area, in the Region of Sikasso. The district of Fourou, an area of 2,400 km2, is 
bordered to the north by the Lobougoula district, to the south by Misseni, to the east by 
Kadiolo and to the west by the Bagoe River that separates it from Ivory Coast (Côte 
d’Ivoire). 
 
The major towns in the area are Kadiolo and Sikasso. Sikasso, the regional capital, 
located approximately 85 km to the northeast, is the second largest city in Mali and is 
close to the border with Burkina Faso. 
 
Access is via gravel road off the paved Sikasso to Côte d’Ivoire highway through Kadiolo 
and thence Kambereké to Finkolo. Most consumables and supplies use this route as it can 
be approached either from Côte d’Ivoire through the border post at Zegoua or 
alternatively from Burkina Faso and Togo through Sikasso. The road north via Syama 
and Bananso to Farakala, on the main highway from Bamako to Sikasso, provides an 
alternate and shorter route to Bamako. This road is generally impassable during the wet 
season when the low level “bridge” at Bananso is covered with water. 
 
The nearest available long-term climatological data are from Sikasso, 125 km northeast 
of the project. Sikasso rainfall data for a ten-year period from January 1976 to September 
1986 show average monthly maximum precipitation events ranging from zero in 
December to 290 mm in August. The maximum single rainfall event recorded during this 
period was 377 mm during August with an average annual rainfall of about 1,000 mm. 
The mean monthly temperature ranges from 23.5°C in December to 30.6°C in April. 
 
Wind measurements at Sikasso show mainly calm winds, less than 2 km/h. Only one 
third of the measurements showed wind intensities higher than 2 km/h, and most of these 
were within 5 -16 km/h. Maximum wind speeds were approximately 40 km/h. The 
general wind direction is from north by northeast and from southeast by southwest. 
 
The climate in the permit area has been described as somewhat similar to the long-term 
data at Sikasso. The project area is described as sub-humid with two main seasons, a hot 
and generally arid dry season from November to June and a rainy season for the rest of 
the year. Temperatures range from 21° to 42°C, with an average annual temperature of 
approximately 27°C. Prevailing seasonal wind directions on site are the same as recorded 
at Sikasso. The area can also experience violent winds usually associated with intense 
thunderstorm activity. These events tend to occur at the beginning and end of the rainy 
season with winds gusting to 100 km/h. 
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The population of Mali is estimated in excess of 11.5 million people comprised of the 
following principle ethnic groups: Mande (50%), Peul (17%), Voltaic (12%), Songhai 
(6%) and Tuareg (10%).  With a per capita GDP of 1,200$ (2005 estimate), Mali is 
among the poorest countries in the world.  Malians experience the daily hardships 
associated with life in a harsh semi-desert environment. Life expectancy at birth is 49 
years and the adult literacy rate is 46%. There are however a surprising number of human 
resources and services available to mining companies exploring for gold in this country. 
 
Mali has a long history of gold mining that goes back thousands of years and many 
Malian civilizations were built on the production and trading of gold. Mali reformed its 
mineral code in 1991 and has attracted large amounts of foreign investment to the 
country.  So much so that the Malian gold mining industry is now the second largest 
income earner in the country and Mali is the third largest gold producer in Africa. 
 
The Tabakoroni project is located in a remote part of Mali with little or no infrastructure, 
but it is adjacent Resolute’s Syama Gold Mine, a former producer which Resolute has 
refurbished and has resumed production. 
 
Land use consists of subsistence farming, grazing of domestic animals and commercial 
cotton production. Arable land comprises less than 4% of the country and crops usually 
consist of maze, millet, rice, peanuts and melons. Domestic animals consist of sheep, 
goats or cattle.  
 
Finkolo lies within the catchment of two major rivers, the largest is the Bagoe and the 
second is the Banifin, a tributary of the Bagoe. The Bagoe is a north-flowing river to the 
west of the project, a portion of which forms the border with Côte d’Ivoire. The Banifin 
is a west-flowing river which passes through the village of Bananso approximately 11 
kilometers northeast of the Syama mine site.  
 
The regional topography is tabular with small sandstone and laterite plateaus spread out 
between the tributaries of the Bagoe River.  The permit area is a lateritic plateau with 
elevations varying between ~320 m and ~480 m above sea level. Isolated hills form a 
series of high points along as northeasterly to south-westerly trend. On the higher ground, 
the soil is composed of laterite with occasional crevassing of detrital sands. On the lower 
ground, the soil is predominantly sandy clay. The vegetation in the southeastern part of 
Mali, falls within the Sahelian transition zone (Soudano-Guinéen), typically savannah 
and cleared forests. 
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HISTORY 
 
Gold mineralization may have been discovered and exploited by “orphailleur”, local 
artisanal miners, in the Tabakoroni region, as early as the third century.  In the 13th 
century, the Malian emperor, Kankou Moussa brought eight tons of gold on his 
pilgrimage to Mecca thereby deflating the price of gold in that region. 
 
During the French colonial period the Service de Geologie et de Prospection Minière 
(“SGPM”) was responsible for the first modern exploration and carried out wide-ranging 
prospection that ultimately resulted in the discovery of the Loulo deposit, in the Kenieba 
area of western Mali. 
 
In 1964 and 1965, SONAREM (National Company of Mining Research) with the support 
from the Soviet government, completed an aeromagnetic survey of the Southern part of 
Mali. This survey highlighted a regional structure over which an alluvial prospection 
program for gold and diamonds was carried out. From 1972 to 1974, the BRGM (French 
Office of Research Geology and Mines) carried out on behalf of the Government of Mali, 
a geological and geochemical program in the volcanogenic Birimian formations. This 
program highlighted many Cu and Cu-Mo anomalies in the Bagoé area.  In 1977 and 
1978, the DNGM carried out LANDSAT imagery in black and white and color on a 
1:500,000 scale. 
 
In 1987, the Government of Mali initiated a multi-disciplinary regional mapping, 
prospecting and geochemical sampling program called Mali-Sud.  Funding for the 
program was provided by the United Nations Development Project (“UNDP”).   
 
The initial goals of the survey were to complete geological mapping and a reconnaissance 
geochemical survey over the entire region.  Samples were systematically collected at 200 
meter intervals along E-W trending lines spaced 1000 meters apart.  The initial 
reconnaissance program resulted in the outlining of a large gold, arsenic and antimony 
anomaly near the village of Syama.  Additional detailed sampling resulted in the 
“discovery” of the Syama Gold Mine. 
 
The UNDP survey defined a number of low-level, discreet anomalies across the Mali 
South area, but as other larger anomalies (possibly enhanced by artisanal mining) became 
priorities, these anomalies did not receive additional work (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: UNDP Regional Survey, Gold in Soil. 
 
SYSMIN (“Système de Stabilisation de Recettes d'Exportation de Produits Miniers”) 
commissioned Fugro to survey selected areas in 2002 with airborne electromagnetics. 
The traverse lines were flown in various directions at 400 meter line spacing and a 
nominal aircraft elevation of 100 meters over eight areas (Boutougissi, Kayes, Kossanto, 
Kenieba, Yanfolila, Kadiana, Syama and Douentza).  
 
The Finkolo exploration permit was originally held by BHP International ("BHP") as part 
of the Syama exploration lease. The permit is underlain by the same Birimian-age 
greenstone belt rocks which host all the major gold deposits of Mali including the Syama 
and Morila deposits.  In 1989 BHP drilled a total of 3,630 meters in twenty-one (21) 
holes along a 1.5-kilometer segment of the Syama Sequence called the Tabakoroni Zone. 
All holes encountered significant gold mineralization, either in broad disseminated zones 
assaying from 1-6 grams per tonne gold up to 33 meters in thickness, or in more discrete 
1-3 meter thick high-grade zones assaying 15-40 grams per tonne gold. Some of the 
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better intercepts included 5.73 grams per tonne gold over 22.5 meters and 27.55 grams 
per tonne gold over 3 meters.  
 
In 1998 the Finkolo exploration permit was acquired by Barrick Gold (“Barrick”) who 
carried out a number of detailed geochemical surveys including 1,156 rotary-air-blast 
drill (“RAB”) samples over the Tabakoroni Zone and 3,185 surficial samples over the 
remainder of the permit. Barrick did not drill-test any of the subsequent targets and when 
its West African operations were closed, the property was returned to the Republic of 
Mali. 
 
The property was subsequently granted to Bagoe on July 18, 2001 by the Malian 
Government. Bagoe did not complete any exploration on the concession. An agreement 
with Etruscan was signed on June 19th, 2002, permitting Etruscan to commence 
exploration for gold on the permit.   
 
Etruscan completed several regional to semi-regional geochemical surveys including; 
saprolite geochemistry, rock-chip sampling and termite-mound sampling.  In December 
of 2002 Etruscan carried out a detailed geophysical survey using induced polarization 
techniques over the Tabakoroni Zone which identified a number of coincident 
geophysical and gold geochemical anomalies. A reconnaissance air core (“AC”) drilling 
program, consisting of 51 holes (4,080 m), was completed in June 2003 to test the various 
anomalies. The most significant result of this program was the discovery of a new 
mineralized zone associated with an intrusive-porphyry immediately north and outside of 
the BHP drilled area. 
 
The air core drilling intersected disseminated gold along the eastern contact of the 
porphyry over down-the-hole widths of 18-36 meters with average grades of up to 2.42 
grams per tonne gold, and individual samples assaying up to 8.30 grams per tonne gold. 
The Porphyry Target zone has a potential strike length in excess of 3 kilometers. 
Immediately south of the porphyry a series of narrower zones returned intercepts of up to 
14.35 grams per tonne gold over 3 meters. Within the main 1.5 kilometer long 
Tabakoroni Zone, the best intersection returned 6.72 grams per tonne gold over 16.5 
meters which included 22.8 grams per tonne gold over 3 meters.   
 
During 2003 – 2004, Etruscan completed 30 reverse-circulation (“RC”) holes (one with a 
core tail) to test mineralization at depth. Table 5 summarises work completed on this 
programme. The best intersection reported 17.1 grams per tonne over 20 meters which 
included 54.5 grams per tonne over 4 meters. 
 

Drill Type No. Samples No. QAQC No. Drill holes Meterage 
RC 2,035 214 30 3,656
Core Tail 36 5 1 38

 
Table 5: Drilling Completed by Etruscan on the Finkolo exploration permit. 

 
Resolute entered into an option and joint venture agreement with Etruscan and became 
operator of the Finkolo project in November 2003. 
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In July 2009 Resolute reported, at a 1 gram per tonne cutoff, an updated resource 
estimation which included; 2.33 million tonnes of measured resource at 2.9 g/t (220,000 
ounces), 4.50 million tonnes of indicated resource at 2.7 g/t (390,000 ounces) and a 
further 3.13 million tonnes of inferred resource at 2.2 g/t (220,000 ounces). Existing 
workings consist only of local artisanal miners who exploit near-surface, high-grade 
quartz veins. 
 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
 
Mali is comprised of two principle structural units: the West African craton in the west 
and the Tuareg shield in the east.  The Finkolo project is found on the northern margin of 
the Archean-Proterozoic Man Shield (also known as the Leo shield) which forms the 
southern half of the larger West African Craton (Figure 4). The Man Shield is further 
subdivided into the older (Archean) Kenema-Man domain and the younger (Birimian) 
Baoule-Mossi domain (Bessoles, 1977). 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Location of the West African Craton and the Man Shield. 
 

The effect of the Eburnean Orogeny on the Birimian Supergroup is best described from 
studies undertaken in Ghana by Blenkinsop et al. (1984), Eisenlohr (1989), and Eisenlohr 
& Hirdes (1992). Here a protracted event initially formed a regionally penetrative S1 
foliation which was followed by formation of high strain shear zones (S2) along 
basin/belt contacts. Stress analysis suggests the direction of maximum compression was 
sub-horizontal in a NW-SE direction and minimum compressive stress was vertical. 
McCuaig (2004) describes an E-W-directed compressional deformation event at Syama. 
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The metamorphic grade of the greenstone belts ranges from lower greenschist to 
amphibolite facies, depending on the distance from the enveloping granitoids.  Extensive 
recent weathering has produced large areas of laterite over the region, which effectively 
masks the underlying geology of these areas.  As a result of the deep weathering, outcrop 
is rare and even when it occurs is often difficult to characterize. 
 

Within southern Mali, Kušnίr (1999) recognises four belts of Birimian rocks, the 
easternmost of which he terms the Bagoe Belt and contains the Syama mine and the 
Finkolo exploration permit. The Bagoe Belt (Figure 5) consists of metamorphosed 
sedimentary schists and greywackes, with subordinate basalt and intermediate volcanics 
and chert interflow sediments. Olsen et al. (1992) proposed that the Bagoe Belt formed in 
a back-arc setting within a larger amalgamation of multiple island arc fragments making 
up the Birimian Supergroup.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Simplified Regional Geology, Eastern Margin of the Bagoe Belt. 
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The geology of the Tabakoroni Zone is dominated by greenstone rocks of the Syama 
Formation. In detail these comprise multiple flows of basalt with rare gabbroic sections, 
overlain by pillowed basalt lava which becomes increasingly rich in hyaloclastite breccia 
towards the top. Interbedded with the mafic volcanics are several thin sequences of 
siltstone, carbonaceous shale, chert, and rare sandstone. The siltstone and shale rocks are 
commonly replaced by hydrothermal silica to closely resemble cherts, however their 
primary composition and variable grain-size is generally preserved (Resolute 2006, 
Figure 6). 
 

 
 
 
Figure 6: Map showing fold patterns inferred from outcropping interflow sediments in 
Syama Formation rocks in the Tabakoroni area. The fold pattern suggests there are two 
generations of folding developed in the Syama Formation with early isoclinal folds (F1) 
refolded by upright to inclined tight to isoclinal folds (F2). The centre of the Tabakoroni 
mineralization is shown with the mine symbol (After Resolute). 
 

TMSZ 
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Conformably overlying the basalt contact is a complex sequence of deep marine and 
turbiditic sediments (Wacke/Sandstone unit on Figure 6). Away from highly deformed 
areas the basalts are overlain by a sequence of siltstone (argillite) and carbonaceous 
siltstone overlain by laminated strongly carbonaceous shale with thin interbeds of 
siltstone and sandstone. The carbonaceous rocks are preferentially deformed and so the 
nature of the contact above and below them is strongly modified. These deformed rocks 
comprise the Tabakoroni Main Shear Zone (“TMSZ”) in which the bulk of the 
Tabakoroni gold mineralization is hosted. East of the carbonaceous shales is a wacke-
sandstone sequence that is initially carbonaceous and arkosic but becomes more quartz-
rich up the sequence. Thin units of laminated shale and siltstone are common in some 
sections of this sequence. Rip-up clasts of carbonaceous shale in the sandstone are 
uncommon. Grading, tabular cross-bedding, scour and flame structures show this 
sequence is folded about a large-scale syncline (Resolute, 2006). 
 
The other main rock type intersected in the drilling in the Tabakoroni area is feldspar-
quartz porphyry which occurs in a group of dykes concentrated along the TMSZ. The 
porphyry consists of phenocrysts of feldspars, plagioclase being dominant, quartz and 
biotite, set in a fine grained matrix. The dykes extend for over 1km of strike within the 
TMSZ, but also traverse across the basalts and locally intrude some of the thin interflow 
sediments within the mafic sequence (Resolute, 2006). 
 
Previous stratigraphic work in the Syama region by Bentley et al. (2000) and mapping by 
Standing (2005) did not highlight any formations stratigraphically above the Syama 
Formation. Polymictic conglomerate and sandstone sequences of the N′golopene Group 
(Kadiolo Domain) are structurally juxtaposed against Syama Formation in the east. At 
Tabakoroni a previously unrecognised sequence of wackes is juxtaposed against the 
Syama Formation by the TMSZ. A new formation name is proposed for these rocks: the 
Tabakoroni Formation (Resolute, 2006). 
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DEPOSIT TYPES 
 
The Tabakoroni gold prospect has a variety of styles of hypogene gold mineralization. A 
multitude of different metamorphic and hydrothermal alteration styles are developed in 
the country and host rocks at the Tabakoroni Prospect. Identified alterations include; 
epidote+plagioclase+quartz+carbonate, chlorite+calcite, biotite, magnetite, silicification, 
sericite+quartz+carbonate+pyrite, Fe-carbonate+quartz+leucoxene+arsenopyrite+pyrite and 
quartz+pyrite. Most are unrelated to gold mineralization or have had some role in 
preparing the rocks both chemically and physically for the auriferous fluids that arrived 
late in the orogenic evolution of the deposit (Resolute, 2006). 
 
The nature of the mineralization is strongly influenced by the chemistry and rheology of 
the host rock, and there are four main styles of hypogene gold mineralization; 
 

 silica-sulphide lode in carbonaceous fault zones  
 stylolitic quartz reef in fault zones  
 quartz-iron carbonate-sulphide lodes in mafic volcanics 
 quartz-sulphide stockworks in silicified sediments and porphyry dykes 

 
The mineralization identified to date appears to be typical of shear-zone hosted, lode-gold 
deposits (Standing, 2005) and future exploration will focus along the TMSZ and splays 
off the main shear zone.   
 
MINERALIZATION 
 
The TMSZ is host to the bulk of supergene and hypogene gold mineralization at 
Tabakoroni. South of 60200N the shear zone strikes N-S and has a steep-west dip, 
parallel with the eastern limb of the overturned anticline. North of 60200N the shear zone 
strikes NNW and has a sub-vertical dip. In all locations the TMSZ is hosted by strongly 
carbonaceous shale and siltstone in contact with Syama Formation rocks comprised of 
basaltic and minor gabbroic flows with intercalated sediments. The shear zone is 
characterized by graphite coatings of shear surfaces, carbonaceous fault gouge, and 
highly contorted non-cylindrical, non-parallel and disharmonic folds. Quartz veins and 
feldspar porphyry dykes are commonly broken into low-strain lithons enveloped in 
carbonaceous fault gouge; however the feldspar porphyry does persist for the strike 
length of the TMSZ drilled to-date. The width of the shear zone varies between 5 and 
25m, with 7-10m most common (Resolute, 2006). 
 
As outlined in the previous section there are four main styles of mineralization with 
different characteristics as described here; 
 
1. Silica-sulphide lode in carbonaceous fault zones: This style of mineralization is 
restricted to the TMSZ and is characterised by silicification and sulphidation (pyrite) of 
the carbonaceous fault gouge. It is difficult differentiating between mineralized intervals 
and barren ones, the result of the subtle nature of the mineralization, the highly deformed 
nature of the rock and the broken core from these zones. This style of mineralization 
generally assays in the range of 0.5 to 4.0ppm Au (Resolute, 2006). 
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2. Stylolitic quartz reefs: Quartz veins with ubiquitous stylolites infilled with 
carbonaceous and sulphidic material are common within the TMSZ. Coarse pyrite and 
arsenopyrite often occur in these veins. One particular reef looks to be strike-continuous 
and in drill-holes TAD-025 and 036 it contains abundant visible gold sited in stylolites, 
ghost veinlets that cut across milky quartz, and in ferruginous coatings along fractures  
(Resolute, 2006) (Figure 7). 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Gold–rich quartz reef from the TMSZ showing abundant carbonaceous 
stylolites, ‘ghost’ veinlets of light grey coloured quartz, and ferruginous fractures, all of 
which host specks of gold, circled in red. TAD-026, 50.4m (98g/t Au). 
 
3. Quartz-iron carbonate-sulphide lode in mafic volcanics: The mafic volcanics lying 
west of the TMSZ and particularly those in the core of the main anticline are overprinted 
by this style of mineralization. The lodes are rarely more than a 1m thick and comprise a 
central hydraulic breccia quartz+feldspar+ankerite/dolomite vein flanked by pervasive 
ankerite/dolomite+silica+arensopyrite+pyrite replacement haloes (Figure 8a). The 
arsenopyrite occurs as fine needles and as fine to coarse-grained euhedral grains in both 
the vein and wallrock. One lode in particular appears continuous over 400m of strike and 
dips moderately (~40º) to the west, cutting across the folded stratigraphy. In the nose of 
the anticline and proximal to the basalt-sediment contact, the frequency of this type of 
veining increases markedly and the angle to core axes of the veins are highly variable, 
suggesting a stockwork. The tenor of these lodes is 1.0 to 4.0 ppm Au, and the presence 
of needle arsenopyrite suggests they could be refractory hypogene ores (Resolute, 2006).  
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4. Quartz-sulphide vein stockworks: Dense stockwork arrays of quartz and pyrite veins 
are common within the silicified sediments located above the main basalt-sediment 
contact and adjacent to the TMSZ, plus within feldspar porphyry dykes within the TMSZ 
(Figure 8b). Vein stockworks are also developed in sandstone units abutting the TMSZ. 
In fresh rock the tenor of this style of mineralization is similar to that for the 
silica+sulphide lode in carbonaceous shale, namely 0.5 to 4ppm Au (Resolute, 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8a: Hydraulic breccia quartz vein flanked by pervasive Fe-
carbonate+silica+arsenopyrite+pyrite replacement of the basalt. TAD-012, 94.75m (2.65g/t 
Au). 
Figure 8b: Hydraulic breccia quartz reef containing angular clasts of Fe-carbonate 
altered basalt, carbonaceous and siliceous sandstone, and quartz porphyry. Note the 
sericite+carbonate alteration associated with sulphidic shears and quartz veins in the 
porphyry. TAD-013, 63m (4.0g/t Au). 
 
The Tabakoroni deposit currently has a strike length of 2.05km along the TMSZ, is 
oriented north-northwest and dips steeply to the west (Figures 9 and 10).  The width of 
the mineralization ranges from 5 to 65m and has been modeled to a vertical depth of 
between 150 to 265m (Resolute, 2007).  The deposit remains open along strike and at 
depth (Figure 11). 

a b 
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Figure 9: Surface Drill Plan, Tabakoroni Deposit with Significant Intersections (After 
Resolute). 
 
The majority of the drill-holes were collared at an azimuth of between 62 and 68o (True 
North) and at a dip of -50 to -55o from horizontal.  This orientation was chosen as the 
best fit for the mineralization, which has a variable dip within the deposit. 
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Figure 10: Cross Section 60300 (Looking NNW) Showing Lithologies and Fold Hinge 
(After Resolute). 
 

 
 
Figure 11: Longitudinal Section (S-N) Tabakoroni Zone Showing High-Grade Shoots 
with Significant Intersections (After Resolute). 
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EXPLORATION 
 
Resolute’s evaluation of the Tabakoroni project area began in 2003 with the signing of 
the Joint Venture agreement on the Finkolo exploration permit.  The first drill campaign 
began in January 2005.  To date 279 holes (34,385 m) have been drilled by Resolute, a 
combination of reverse-circulation and diamond drilling, heavily weighted on RC. 
 
Exploration has been carried out under the supervision of technically qualified personnel 
applying standard industry approaches.  Geochemical data quality has routinely been 
assessed as part of ongoing exploration procedures.  All data acquired meets or exceeds 
industry standards.  All exploration work has been carried out by, or supervised by 
technical personnel of the operator (Resolute, Etruscan and BHP).  Consultants and 
contractors have been engaged by Resolute for various activities including; geophysical 
surveys, structural mapping, drilling and assaying.  Table 6 summarizes the contractors 
and consultants engaged in the Resolute managed programmes of work. 
 

Activity Consultant Location 
Airborne Geophysics Fugro Airborne Surveys (Pty) Ltd Accra, Ghana 
Ground Geophysics Sagax Afrique S.A.  

Structural Mapping 
SRK Consulting Group West Perth, Australia 
Fluid Focus Perth, Australia 

Analytical Laboratories 
ALS Bamako (formerly Abilab) Bamako, Mali 
SGS Morila (Analab) Morila, Mali 

Reverse-Circulation Drilling West African Drilling Services Bamako, Mali 
Diamond Drilling West African Drilling Services Bamako, Mali 
Down-hole Geophysics Terratec Geophysical Services Bad Bramstedt, Germany 
Collar Survey Spectrum Survey Kalgoorlie, Australia 

 
Table 6: Summary of Contractors and Consultants. 

 
Geochemical data, used in conjunction with the available geophysical survey and 
geological mapping, has been effective in the delineation of significant gold 
mineralization targets within the project area. 
 
Airborne Geophysics 
 
During April 2005, Fugro Airborne Surveys Pty Ltd (“Fugro”) surveyed 2,527 line 
kilometers (125 km2) of airborne magnetic (plus horizontal gradient) and radiometric data 
over the Finkolo exploration permit. Flight line spacing was 50m, at a mean altitude of 
20m. Magnetic and radiometric data were over-sampled and then averaged, to eliminate 
single spikes. 
 
The magnetic data trace the magnetic basalt rocks along the main regional Syama shear 
zone, and highlight cross-cutting dikes and possible intrusive bodies. Because of the low 
flight height, noisy areas of laterite cover are also apparent. 
 
The quality of the data was verified by Fugro, in terms of respecting contract 
specifications for flight line paths, instrument calibration and drift, and noise tolerances. 
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Data also generally reproduces features of an older and less detailed aeromagnetic survey 
over the same area.  
 
Ground Geophysics 
 
Sagax Afrique S.A. completed 52.2 kilometers of offset pole-dipole induced polarization 
data in late 2005. Dipole size was 50m, with 25m current stations. The lines were 50m 
apart, with current lines 900m long and potential lines 600m long, over a grid length of 
1.4 km. The depth of reliable information is about 150m. Low current was injected in 
areas of laterite cover, but data redundancy allowed bad readings to be rejected without 
significant information loss. The resistivity and chargeability data were inverted to 
recover subsurface property distributions. The resistivity was shown to map the central 
mineralized Tabakoroni shear zone very well, as well as a splay in the northwest of the 
grid, which may be a secondary shear or the nose of a large fold. The resistivity also 
images folded stratigraphy that gives support at depth to surface structural mapping. The 
quality of all data was verified by Chris Wijns, Resolute Mining Limited Perth-based 
geophysicist, by inspecting all IP decay curves. Data also generally reproduces features 
of an older and less detailed IP survey over the same area. 
 
In early 2006, Chris Wijns began processing and interpreting the 3D Pole-Dipole IP 
survey completed by Sagax Afrique S.A in December 2005. A portion of the processed 
data was viewed to allow geological interpretation of the IP model, and using this 
geological input the final 3D model is being completed. A snapshot of the 3D model 
illustrates the major syncline mapped by Jon Standing (2005) and defining the main shear 
zone through Tabakoroni (Figure 12).  
 

 
 

Figure 12: 3D Pole-Dipole IP Model, Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute). 
 
Terratec Geophysical Services were contracted in November 2005 to collect down-hole 
geophysical information with the optical borehole scanner. Numerous problems were 
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encountered with drill-hole blockages, as well as mud lining the inside of each hole 
making it difficult to collect all data. Results have been received and are being examined 
by site geologists.  
 
Structural Mapping 
 
T. Campbell McCuaig of SRK Consulting provided a three-day course in applied 
structural geology to Resolute geologists working on the Finkolo project.  As an adjunct 
to the course a review of the geologic controls, genesis and geometry on the 
mineralization of both the Syama Mine and the Tabakoroni deposit. 
 
During late 2005 Jon Standing of Fluid Focus Pty Ltd undertook a structural 
interpretation of drill core from the Tabakoroni Zone, with the examination of 
predominantly non-oriented BHP core from 14 drill sections. He developed a solid 
geology plan in conjunction with the outcrop geology. A new formation name was 
proposed for a previously unrecognized sequence of wackes juxtaposed against the 
Syama Formation by the TMSZ, the Tabakoroni Formation. Standing’s interpretation 
shows that much of the repetition of stratigraphy can be explained with interference 
between F1 isoclinal folds, refolded by north plunging F2 tight folds. The dominant 
foliation in the Tabakoroni rocks, outside of the TMSZ, is inferred to dip steeply towards 
the west and is assumed to correspond to the S2 axial planar foliation. 
 
Rock Chip Sampling  
 
The objective of rock chip sampling has been to find new mineralized zones on the 
Finkolo exploration permit and was carried out in conjunction with mapping and 
prospecting exercises. A total of 85 rock-chip samples have been collected over the 
Finkolo exploration permit by Resolute staff and sent for multi-element analyses to 
Abilabs laboratory in Bamako.  
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DRILLING 
 
Air-core, RAB, reverse-circulation and diamond drilling were completed during the 
various exploration stages carried out by BHP, Barrick, Etruscan and Resolute. Table 7 
outlines the drilling to the end of June 2010 and lists of hole-collars and significant 
intersections were included in previous resource reports. The air-core and RAB drilling 
have not been utilized for the resource estimate.  
  

Company 
Drilling 

Type 
Number of 

Holes 
Meters Contractor Rig 

BHP Diamond 21 3,630 BLY   
Barrick RAB 1,155 10,009     

Etruscan AC 51 4,080 St Lambert   
  

RC 29 3,554 WADS 
UDR 
1000 

  Diamond 
Tail 1 140 WADS 

UDR 
1000 

Resolute RC 294 22,231.7 WADS KL 900 
  Diamond 

Tail 58 10,604.5 WADS KL 900 
  Diamond 14 1,648.6 WADS KL 900 

 
Table 7: Summary of Drilling Statistics. 

 
Due to the limited outcrop exposure on the Finkolo exploration permit much of the 
geological and mineralization understanding (described in the Geological Setting and 
Mineralization sections) is based on the results of the drilling programs and in particular 
the diamond-drill core. 
 
Collar Survey 
 
A local grid was also established by Spectrum Surveys with an origin at 116300 N 
810600 E and a rotation of -25o from magnetic north. Both UTM and local grid co-
ordinates are recorded. 
 
All drill collars have been independently surveyed using total-station survey techniques 
and utilized the control points established by Spectrum Surveys. Co-ordinates are 
recorded in WGS84, UTM Zone 29 North. 
 
Downhole Survey 
 
BHP surveyed down-hole deviation using Eastman downhole cameras at intervals 
ranging from 3 to 166m. RC drilling completed by Etruscan were not down-hole 
surveyed. All drill-holes completed by Resolute were down-hole surveyed using A 
Flexit© downhole instrument a minimum of every 50m and measured relative to magnetic 
north. 
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Twin Hole Program 
 
Resolute undertook an eight-hole (RC with diamond tail) drill program during the initial 
due diligence period that twinned holes from both BHP and Etruscan. The results of the 
program confirmed significant high-grade mineralization but also indicated some down-
hole contamination may have occurred in the earlier RC drilling. 
 
Bulk Density 
 
During May 2006, 578 samples from Tabakoroni core were sent to Analabs Morila for 
dry density determinations. Density measurements were completed using the immersion 
procedure by weighing the billet in air and in water. Samples were routinely collected 
every ten meters for density measurements. 
 
SAMPLING METHOD AND APPROACH 
 
Reverse Circulation Sampling 
 
Samples were collected over 1 meter intervals in a large plastic bag directly from the 
cyclone. The entire sample was split in a three-tier riffle splitter to get down to 
approximately 2 kg. The splitter and boxes were cleaned with compressed air between 
samples. If the sample was wet, the entire sample was placed in a large rice bag and 
allowed to dry in the sun before the sample was split off. 
 
The geologist records the sample number, total weight of the split sample, if water was 
present, and a number of characteristics of the cuttings on a log sheet. Beside the drill, an 
A3 size chip-board was completed by gluing powder and chips from each sample 
interval.  Alternatively a sub-sample of washed chips were placed in partitioned chip 
trays. 
 
The ~2kg sub-samples were placed in plastic bags and sealed using cable ties with a 
numbered sample tag enclosed. Resolute implemented a chain of custody form which 
accompanies every sample shipment. Samples were assayed using fire assay 50 gram 
gold analyses completed by Abilab of Bamako, Mali or later by screen fire assay Analabs 
(SGS) of Morila, Mali. 
 
Diamond Drill Sampling 
 
All but one drill hole were collared with RC and once competent rock is encountered the 
hole was reduced to HQ size core (63.5 mm). Following the completion of all 
geotechnical measurements, core recovery, geological logging and photographs the 
sampling intervals are laid out by the geologist. Typically sampling is broken at 
geological contacts with samples ranging in length from 0.5 to 1.5 meters but where 
possible samples were routinely collected over 1 meter intervals. Care is taken to 
consistently collect assay-samples from one side of the core. 
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Resolute routinely used an EzyMark© or spear-type core orientation tool provided by 
WADS to mark the core during the drilling process and provide a guide to orient the core, 
and any structural measurements, in real space. 
 
Samples were assayed using fire assay 50 gram gold analyses completed by Abilab of 
Bamako, Mali or later by screen fire assay Analabs (SGS) of Morila, Mali. 
 
SAMPLE PREPARATION, ANALYSES AND SECURITY 
 
No aspect of the sample preparation was conducted by Resolute personnel.  Samples are 
collected in the field, bagged immediately in plastic-sample bags and stapled shut with a 
sample tag inside.  Samples are stored at the exploration camp until such time as a 
sufficient number of samples have been collected to send to the assay laboratory. 
Samples are delivered directly to the laboratory by Resolute personnel. 
 
Originally Resolute utilized Abilab Afrique de l’Ouest SARL (“Abilab”) of Bamako, 
Mali to complete sample preparation and fire-assay (“FA”) analyses on all RC and core 
sampling. 
 
On the recommendation of Snowden, resulting from the coarse gold encountered at 
Tabakoroni, the fire-assay technique was replaced by screen fire-assay  (“SFA”), 
completed by Analabs, a subsidiary of SGS Limited, located in Morila, Mali. 
 
Sample security is managed by the chain of custody procedure implemented by Resolute 
which defines the procedures from sample collection through to sample storage.  The 
chain of custody was established to track samples and locate any source of contamination 
or errors. 
 
The author believes current sampling methods, sample preparation procedures, analytical 
techniques and sample security measures are considered appropriate and sufficient to 
meet current accepted industry standards. 
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DATA VERIFICATION, QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CONTROL PROCEDURES 
 
A number of quality assurance and quality control procedures (“QA/QC”) were 
rigorously implemented to monitor the accuracy and precision of the analytical and assay 
data received from all laboratories during the exploration programs.  Each and every 
sample was assigned an individual sample number.  In addition to the QA/QC procedures 
put in place by the assay laboratory a rigorous QA/QC routine was in place for all 
exploration completed by, or on behalf of Resolute. The procedures in place include:  
 

 Standards (independently submitted commercial standards), 
 Blanks (a commercial blank and previously assayed material returning less than 

detection assays), 
 Field duplicates (second sample collected in the field from the same source), 
 Umpire assaying (second assay of prepared pulp at a second internationally 

accredited laboratory). 
 
Commercially available standards were purchased from Rocklabs and one was inserted in 
every batch of 20 consecutive sample numbers.  In the field, one blank sample (<5 ppb) 
was included in every batch of 20 samples.  As well, a single sample, from every 20, was 
a field duplicate.  Duplicate RC samples were generated making a second 2 kg split at the 
rig, core samples were split in half and both splits were sent for analysis as a pair. 
 
Results from the quality control samples were monitored as assay batches were received 
and where results were outside acceptable limits the entire batch was re-assayed. 
 
Results from the eight RC/diamond tail holes that primarily twinned RC holes from 
Etruscan’s 2003 drilling, correlated very well.  Resolute completed four holes (TAD-022 
to 025) on the Porphyry Zone and four holes (TAD-026 to 029) on the Tabakoroni Zone. 
Although the initial RC hole did exhibit some “smearing” of the high-grade material 
intersected down-the-hole, results from the diamond drill core proved to have higher 
grade material over a shorter down-hole length. 
 
The entire QAQC program and results are summarized in report “Tabakoroni Project 
Finkolo Joint Venture Analytical Report” of Resolute 2009. 
 
Data reliability for surveying, sample collection and assaying is considered to be high 
based on the QAQC protocols and procedures, including; umpire assaying, down-hole 
surveys and data tracking via digital database, consistently used by Etruscan and Resolute 
personnel. 
 
The data collected by BHP, Etruscan and Resolute was conducted in a professional 
manner by experienced geoscientists following industry standards and protocols. 
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ADJACENT PROPERTIES 
 
The Finkolo exploration permit is contiguous with Resolute’s Syama Permit which hosts 
the Syama Gold Mine. During 2009 construction was completed, treatment of oxide ore 
commenced and the operational commissioning of the sulphide circuit began. Current 
mineable reserves at Syama are estimated to be 11.3 million tonnes at an average grade of 
3.2 g/t for 1.1 million ounces proved reserves and 9.9 million tonnes at an average grade 
of 2.7 g/t for 0.9 million ounces probable reserves (Resolute, June 2009). 
 
The Syama mining permit straddles a belt of mafic volcanic rocks with Interbedded 
pelitic sedimentary rocks, locally known as the Syama Formation.  The Syama Formation 
forms the eastern margin of the larger Bagoe Belt and is bounded by the Syama-Bananso 
Fault Zone (“SBFZ”). The SBFZ is a regionally significant structure that can be traced 
for hundreds of kilometers southwards into Côte d’Ivoire (Christie, 2007). The SBFZ has 
numerous splays and lies adjacent to a number of gold occurrences, including Syama 
(Resolute Website). 
 
The gold mineralization at the Syama Gold Mine is closely associated with a suite of 
dolomitic (+ankerite/silica/graphite) veins, while the nature of the gold is very fine and often 
encapsulated in pyrite. The ore, in places, contains significant quantities of active 
carbonaceous material while it is also hard, siliceous, abrasive, and refractory below the 
weathered horizon (Resolute Website). 
 
The author has not verified the information pertaining to the Syama Gold Mine and this 
information is not necessarily indicative of the mineralization on the Finkolo 
exploration permit. There is no significant mining activity on any other surrounding 
properties and therefore have no material impact on the Finkolo exploration permit. 
 
METALLURGICAL TESTING AND MINERAL PROCESSING  
 
Metallurgical Testing 
 
All metallurgical testing was designed and reported by Metallurgical Design with peer 
review of the final report provided by Geomett Pty Ltd and all testing was carried out by 
Ammtec Ltd, all companies are located in Perth, Western Australia. Two test programs 
were carried out on samples of Tabakoroni ore over the period September 2008 to August 
2009.  Ammtec reports A11407 and A11719 issued under separate cover form the basis 
of this report. 
 
A considerable number and volume of samples was provided by Resolute on a number of 
occasions throughout the course of the test programs and are considered representative 
samples.  Figure 13 provides an indication of the sampling program carried out by 
Resolute. 
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Figure 13: Tabakoroni Metallurgical Sample Locations (After Metallurgical Design). 
 

Program 1 
 
Three samples of RC drill material representing oxide, transition and fresh ore types as 
classified by Resolute geological staff were delivered to Ammtec in September 2008 for 
the purpose of characterising the physical properties of each ore type and to establish the 
amenability of the ores to treatment for gold extraction and recovery.  Each sample was 
subjected to the following tests (Sample MET 7 was also subjected to a bulk sulphide 
rougher flotation test); 
 

 Head analysis, 
 Preparation of grind P80 sizes of 106 µm, 75 µm; 53 µm, 
 Tabling at -3.35 mm to recover free gold, 
 GRG at 106 µm, 75 µm; 53 µm, 
 Direct cyanide leach at 106 µm, 75 µm; 53 µm, 
 CIL at 106 µm, 75 µm; 53 µm, and 
 AMD determination on leach tails at 106 µm, 75 µm; 53 µm. 

 
The three samples were assayed for gold content by both fire assay and aqua regia digest 
to determine the head analyses.  Other elements were determined by ICP scan.  Table 8 
contains a summary of the key results. 
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Sample 
Au (FA) 

ppm 
Au (AR) 

ppm 
Ag 

ppm 
Corg 

% 
S= 
% 

S 
% 

As 
ppm 

Hg 
ppm 

MET 5 3.87 2.90 1.1 nd <0.02 <0.02 976 0.10 

MET 6 4.44 3.88 0.9 0.09 <0.02 0.05 991 0.50 

MET 7 3.60 0.07 1.7 0.64 0.36 0.67 1704 0.10 

 
Table 8: Tabakoroni Sample Head Analyses (nd = not detected). 

 
All three samples exhibited significant differences between fire assay gold and aqua regia 
gold assays, most likely indicating the influence of increasing content of organic carbon 
from oxide to fresh ore as discussed below; 
 

 MET 5, the oxide material, appears to be well oxidised, showing very low 
sulphide content and no discernible organic carbon, 

 MET 6, the transition material, showed relatively high mercury content when 
compared with samples MET 5 and MET 7.  This analysis suggests the need for 
precautions in gold room operations will be necessary when processing this ore, 

 MET 7, the fresh ore, contains relatively high levels of organic carbon and 
sulphide sulphur, suggesting it will be refractory in nature.  

 
Gravity gold determinations were made when each sample was subjected to tabling at a 
crush P100 of 3.35 mm.  The tabling tests show there is a significant gravity gold 
component in each of MET 5 and MET 7 samples in particular.  However, the recovered 
gold is associated with a relatively large mass pull. 
 
Subsequent determinations of gravity recoverable gold (“GRG”) were made for each of 
the RC chip samples at grind P80 sizes of 106, 75 and 53 microns.  The GRG 
determinations were carried out using a 3” Knelson Concentrator followed by concentrate 
amalgamation with mercury.  The following table shows the weight and gold recoveries 
achieved in the tests and the GRG results for the 106 micron grind are shown below. 
 

Sample MET 5 MET 6 MET 7 

Weight recovery to concentrate (P100) 7.1 3.3 10.4 

Gold recovery to concentrate (P100) 17.8 3.3 16.4 

Weight recovery to middlings (P100) 73.4 56.6 55.6 

Gold recovery to middlings (P100) 61.1 45.2 46.1 

GRG, % of Head 1 (P80) 16.3 3.6 27.6 

GRG, % of Head 2 (P80) 13.8 3.1 25.7 

 
Table 9: Tabakoroni Tabling Test Results (After Ammtec). 
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The GRG component in MET 5 and MET 6 compare well with the table concentrate.  
However, the finer grind appears to have increased the recovery of gold to gravity 
concentrate for sample MET 7.  Unlike MET 7, the gravity recovery achieved for MET 5 
and MET 6 is not particularly significant.  
 
The tails from each GRG test were subjected to direct cyanidation in air sparged, 
mechanically agitated open vats under a set of standardised conditions comprising: 
 

Solids weight 3 kg 
Initial NaCN concentration 0.05% 
pH 10.5 
Solids content 40 % w/w 
Leach time 48 hours 

 
Summarised data for the 106 micron grind tests are shown in Figure 14.  This illustrates 
gold extracted into cyanide solution.  It is clear that the direct cyanide leach response 
decreases as the ore type progresses from “oxide” through “transition” to “fresh”. 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Tabakoroni Direct Leach of GRG Tails Results (After Ammtec). 
 
The MET 5 and MET 6 material performed well in terms of overall gold extraction.  
There was no substantial effect of decreasing grind size and gold extraction was 
essentially complete after 24 hours leach. 
 
Sample MET 7 displayed marginal cyanide soluble gold above the GRG component.  The 
overall result coupled with the shape of the leach curve for this ore suggests that both the 
sulphide content of the ore and preg-robbing was adversely influencing leach 
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performance. The cyanide soluble gold increment for the MET 7 sample was 14 – 16% of 
head, reflecting the increasing refractoriness of the fresh ores. 
 
Table 10 shows the reagent consumptions observed for the tests at 106 micron grind.  The 
fresh ore is clearly more reactive than the oxide and transition materials. 
 

Sample Cyanide, kg/t Lime, kg/t 

MET 5 0.71 1.01 

MET 6 0.86 0.80 

MET 7 1.24 2.86 

 
Table 10: Tabakoroni Direct Leach Reagent Consumption (After Ammtec). 

 
A second set of cyanidation tests in which the carbon replacement technique was used to 
simulate Carbon in Leach (“CIL”) treatment of the GRG tail was completed.  The test 
conditions were essentially the same as for the direct leach tests with the exceptions being 
the use of oxygen sparging, and a carbon charge of about 110 g, of which 20 g was 
replaced at each sampling interval. 
 
Figure 15 illustrates the results of this work for the 106 micron grind tests, which support 
the notion of the preg-robbing nature of the MET 7 sample in particular.  In this case the 
incremental gold leach extraction for MET 7 improved to 51 – 60% of head. 
 

 
 

Figure 15: Tabakoroni Carbon Replacement Leach GRG Tails (After Ammtec). 
 
Ammtec also carried out “broad spectrum” diagnostic leach tests on the tails solids from 
the carbon replacement leach tests.  These tests comprised the successive determination 
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of gold in the residue that was released by an aqua regia digest followed by fire assay of 
the final residue.  The results of these tests may be interpreted as distinguishing between 
gold locked in sulphides and gold associated with organic carbon and / or silicate 
minerals. 
 
These tests showed most of the residual gold to be generally associated with remnant 
sulphides and carbon / silicates in the cases of MET 5 and MET 6.  However, a high 
proportion of residual gold in sample MET 7 was associated with carbon / silicates (Table 
11). 
 

Sub-sample 
Residual Gold Distribution, % 

Sulphides Carbon / Silicates 

MET 5 106 µm 54.7 45.3 

MET 6 106 µm 59.5 40.5 

MET 7 106 µm 4.0 96.0 

 
Table 11: Tabakoroni Carbon Replacement Leach Tail Distribution (After Ammtec). 
 
Given its relatively high organic carbon content, the data for MET 7 suggest the 
behaviour of this material is dominated by the preg-robbing characteristics of organic 
carbon, which would be responsible for the high proportion of the residual gold that does 
not report to the aqua regia leach. 
 
The MET 7 material was subjected to a bulk sulphide rougher flotation test to assess its 
suitability as feed to the existing Syama float-roast-leach process.  The flotation 
parameters were initially selected to reflect those employed at Syama.  The test was 
carried out at a 106 µm grind using a conventional flotation regime for pyritic ores 
incorporating a PAX dosage of 100 g/t and a total flotation time of 15 minutes.  The 
observed flotation recovery was poor, with low recoveries of gold and sulphide sulphur to 
concentrate (Table 12). 
 

Recovery to Concentrate Result, % of Float Feed 

Concentrate weight pull 9.20 

Gold 53.6 

Sulphide S 44.3 

Arsenic 16.5 

 
Table 12: Tabakoroni Fresh Ore Flotation Recoveries (After Ammtec). 

 
Figures 16 and 17 demonstrate the slow-floating behaviour of the ore under the test 
conditions employed and the grade-recovery relationship for gold. 
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Figure 16: Tabakoroni Fresh Ore Flotation (After Ammtec). 
 

 
 

Figure 17: Tabakoroni MET 7 Gold Grade-Recovery Curve (After Ammtec). 
 
The early rise in gold recovery probably reflects the flotation of free gold.  The 
corresponding delay in the initiation of sulphide flotation illustrates the slow response of 
the ore to the float conditions, possibly caused by absorption of float reagents by the 
active carbon present in the ore.  The partial oxidation of the sulphur in the ore would 
also have an adverse effect on flotation response. 
 
Procedural changes that may improve flotation performance include employing a pre-
float step, the addition of copper sulphate and an increase in PAX dose rate. 
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A series of tests to determine the acid generating potential of each sample was carried 
out.  These tests were performed on the residues from each of the direct cyanide leach 
and CIL tests (Table 13). 
 

Sample MET 5 MET 6 MET 7 

Total acid producing potential <0.3 1.53 17.94 

Acid neutralising capacity 2.26 2.39 1.37 

Nett acid producing potential <0 <0 16.57 

 
Table 13: Indicative Acid Generating Potential - Tabakoroni Ores (After Ammtec). 

 
A value of <0 for net acid producing potential - as derived from the total acid producing 
potential less the acid neutralising capacity - indicates the material will have acid 
neutralising rather than generating capacity.  Sample MET 7 displays a strong acid 
producing potential, as derived from its relatively high total sulphur content of 0.67%. 
 
There was not a lot of variation in terms of grind size and the above data represent the 
averages of the tests for each sample. 
 

Program 2 First Shipment 
 
This program was based on two shipments of Tabakoroni ores.  The first delivered to 
Ammtec in December 2008 comprised drill core samples of oxide, transition and fresh 
ores from holes TAD-276 to TAD-279 inclusive.  Work carried out on these samples 
included the determination of comminution parameters, GRG and gravity tails CIL 
response.  The fresh ore was also subjected to rougher sulphide flotation tests. 
 
The second shipment of RC drill material was delivered to Ammtec in March 2009 for 
Metallurgical testing.  This comprised drill material collected along strike and a lesser 
quantity of material collected off-strike for high-level flotation and cyanidation tests for 
comparative purposes. The test scope for the RC material included further assessment of 
flotation response, concentrate roast and cyanidation and float tails cyanidation. 
 
The shipment was accompanied by a selection of unmineralised drill core material, which 
consisted of 15 drill core intercepts and was intended for unconfined compressive 
strength “UCS” determination. In addition a mineralogical examination of selected fresh 
ore using QEMScan techniques was undertaken.  
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The first shipment of ore samples provided for the second program of work were supplied 
as 20.5 kg of whole HQ3 core intercepts. The intercepts were separated into oxide, 
transition and fresh categories and analysed (Table 14). 
 

Element Units 
Etruscan JV Head Assays 

Fresh Transition Oxide 

Ag ppm <2 <2 <2 

As ppm 357 1761 3111 

Au (Fire) ppm 1.38 11.9 2.96 

Au (AR) ppm <0.02 2.70 2.16 

Ctot % 2.46 0.36 <0.03 

Corg % 2.45 0.34 0.03 

Co ppm 12 <10 <10 

Cu ppm 149 84 167 

Fe % 4.76 2.4 10.6 

Mg ppm 2997 1785 1373 

Na ppm 2451 1555 512 

Ni ppm 91 54 62 

Pb ppm 33 17 24 

Zn ppm 142 3 29 

S % 3.75 0.08 0.04 

S2- % 3.60 <0.02 <0.02 

 
Table 14: Tabakoroni Program 2 Ore Samples: First Shipment (After Ammtec).  

 
The differences between the fire assay and aqua regia assay results for the transition and 
fresh ores highlights the increasing effect of organic carbon on gold availability.  
However, the oxide ore analysis suggests 0.03% represents the lower limit for carbon 
determination in ore. 
 
The high gold assay of 11.9 g/t for the transition sample and the lower assay of 1.38 g/t 
for the fresh sample do not compare well with the assays for the remainder of the 
Tabakoroni samples; typically in the range 2.8 to 4.5 g/t.  It is possible these samples 
could produce misleading results. 
 
Both composites have gold assays consistent with the bulk of the earlier samples and 
have substantial organic carbon content.  Sulphide oxidation levels for Comp A and 
Comp B are 13% and 4.5% respectively, confirming these samples to be fresh ore. 
 
UCS results for selected intercepts of transition and fresh ores are shown in Table 15.  
These results confirm earlier findings that the Tabakoroni ores are very friable. 
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Hole Rock Type Failure Mode UCS, MPa Strength 

TAD-277 Transition Shear 0.4 Very Weak 

TAD-278 Fresh Shear 2.2 Very Weak 

TAD-278 Fresh Shear 2.9 Very Weak 

TAD-279 Transition Shear 0.2 Very Weak 

 
Table 15: Tabakoroni Program 2 Ore Samples: Second Shipment (After Ammtec). 
 
Crushing work index (“CWi”) data were determined for the transition and fresh intercepts 
provided as the bulk of the first shipment (Table 16). 
 

Hole ID Ore Type Interval, m CWi, kWh/t 

TAD-276 Transition 47.3 - 47.6 2.2 

TAD-276 Transition 49.6 - 49.9 2.2 

TAD-277 Transition 74.3 - 74.7 2.2 

TAD-278 Transition 38.2 - 38.5 2.2 

TAD-278 Transition 40.0 - 40.3 4.9 

TAD-279 Transition 28.6 - 29.0 4.9 

TAD-277 Fresh 82.8 - 83.1 2.0 

TAD-276 Fresh 90.1 - 90.4 4.0 

TAD-278 Fresh 40.9 - 41.2 2.0 

TAD-279 Fresh 129.3 - 129.5 6.0 

TAD-278 Fresh 74.9 - 75.2 4.1 

TAD-278 Fresh 76.2 - 76.4 2.0 

TAD-277 Fresh 87.6 - 88.0 4.0 

TAD-279 Fresh 81.0 - 81.4 2.0 

 
Table 16: Tabakoroni Program 2 CWi Data (After Ammtec). 

 
SG determinations are a routine part of the CWi procedure.  The results for the 
Tabakoroni ore were 2.02 for the transition ore and 2.43 for the fresh ore. 
 
The apparent friability of the transition and fresh ores suggests that whilst comminution 
energy requirements will be low, there could be a surfeit of clay-like minerals in the ore 
structure.  If so this could leads to materials handling issues in a mill feed preparation 
circuit. 
 
Bond rod and ball mill work indices and abrasion indices were determined for each of the 
oxide, transition and fresh ore composites prepared from the first shipment material 
(Table 17).   
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Parameter Oxide Transition Fresh 

Rod mill index, kWh/t 8.10 10.08 10.94 

Ball mill index, kWh/t 6.94 10.68 11.69 

Abrasion index, g 0.0197 0.1723 0.1504 

 
Table 17: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comminution Data (After Ammtec). 

 
Each of the oxide, transition and fresh ore composites was subjected to gravity gold 
recovery followed by either direct cyanidation or CIL treatment. 
 
Gravity recoverable gold determinations were carried out using a laboratory Knelson 
concentrator followed by intensive cyanide leaching of the concentrate.  The gravity tail 
was then subjected to cyanidation in two series of tests.  The first examined the response 
to direct cyanidation and the second examined the effectiveness of CIL. 
 
The tails from each GRG test were subjected to direct cyanidation in air sparged, 
mechanically agitated open vats under a set of standardised conditions comprising: 
 

Solids weight 3 kg 
Initial NaCN concentration 0.05% 
pH 10.5 
Solids content 40 % w/w 
Leach time 48 hours 

 
Table 18 summarises the results of the GRG determinations. 
 

Sample GRG, % of Head(1) GRG, % of Head(2) 

Oxide 13.63 12.33 

Transition 50.98 52.44 

Fresh 18.25 14.53 

 
Table 18: Tabakoroni Program 2 GRG Results (After Ammtec). 

 
Comparison of these results with those for MET 5, MET 6 and MET 7 above shows the 
GRG data for “oxide” ore to be consistent.  However, there are significant differences 
between the others.  The “transition” results are clearly affected by the grade surcharge in 
the second set while the differences between the GRG results for the “fresh” samples 
suggest natural variation in the occurrence of gravity recoverable gold (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Tabakoroni Program 2 GRG / Direct Cyanidation (After Ammtec). 
 
It is clear that the presence of organic carbon in the fresh ore in particular is strongly 
preg-robbing, with cyanide extractable gold barely reaching 1%.  Removal of the GRG 
component of the transition gold content reveals the poor response of this ore to direct 
cyanidation. 
 
Following gravity gold recovery with CIL appears to produce a slight improvement in 
gold recovery from the transition ore and a greater improvement in recovery from the 
fresh ore.  However, the improvement in fresh ore performance remains unremarkable 
(Figure 19). 
 

 
 

Figure 19: Tabakoroni Program 2 GRG / CIL Data (After Ammtec). 
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The use of CIL produces a small improvement in extraction from the fresh ore, but no 
significant change in extraction from the transition and oxide ore types. 
 
The combination of gravity gold recovery and gravity tails CIL produces the results 
shown in Figure 20.  The transition ore appears to perform well, a result reflecting the 
higher degree of oxidation of this sample yet unreasonably influenced by its high head 
grade.  The oxide sample shows good overall recovery of gold after cyanidation for 36 
hours.  The overall performance of the fresh ore reflects the low degree of oxidation of 
this particular material. 
 

 
 

Figure 20: Tabakoroni Combined GRG and CIL Gold Extraction (After Ammtec). 
 
The response of the oxide and transition ores to direct CIL cyanidation was examined 
subsequent to the execution of the GRG / leach work.  The samples were ground to a P80 
of 106 µm to simulate the Syama process.  The leach tests were carried out in 5 L bottle 
rolls employing carbon replacement under the following conditions: 
 

Solids weight 1.5 kg 
Initial NaCN concentration 0.05% 
pH 10.5 
Solids content 40 % w/w 
Leach time 48 hours 
Oxygen addition Air Sparged 
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The results closely resemble the outcome of the GRG / leach tests, suggesting that there 
is no great benefit to be had in the application of gravity gold recovery systems to the 
Tabakoroni ore (Figure 21).  The exception would be where head grades are elevated by 
the presence of above average quantities of free gold. 
 

 
 

Figure 21: Tabakoroni Program 2 Whole Ore Direct CIL (After Ammtec). 
 
Three flotation tests were carried out on fresh ore to assess the potential to maximise the 
recovery of gold into roaster feed quality concentrate.  Syama-style flotation conditions 
were selected as a starting point and it was found the fresh ore did not respond well in 
terms of achieving satisfactory gold recovery and sufficient sulphur grade.  The effects of 
copper sulphate addition and extended use of PAX collector and float time were 
subsequently tested (Table 19). 
 

Test No. IL0109 SNF3246 SNF3247 

Grind P80, um 106 106 106 

Feed ore, g 1,997.5 1,995.3 2.002.0 

Pulp solids, % 32 32 32 

pH 4.0 4.0 4.0 

CuSO4, g/t 0 100 100 

PAX, g/t 100 230 (staged) 100 

Float time, min 15 35 15 

Con mass pull, % 13.2 19.2 13.1 

Con gold grade, g/t; recovery, % 6.67; 52.6 5.46; 68.9 7.24; 64.1 

Con S= grade; recovery, % 21.1; 79.6 16.2; 91.7 22.5; 92.6 

Con Corg grade; recovery, % 2.70; 14.4 3.58; 29.8 2.92; 16.1 

 
Table 19: Tabakoroni Program 2 First shipment Flotation Data (After Ammtec). 
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It appears the addition of copper sulphate has a beneficial effect on sulphur and organic 
carbon recovery to concentrate.  The use of additional PAX appears to produce a slight 
benefit in the recovery of gold to concentrate. 
 
Flotation tails from the previous test were assessed for net acid producing potential.  The 
result was very high, as a consequence of the high sulphur analysis of the tails material; 
as shown below: This result is considerably higher than that observed for the MET 7 ore 
sample, which contained a total of 0.67% S. 
 
The unsatisfactory flotation performance of the Tabakoroni ore compared with 
expectations based on Syama experience lead to Resolute delivering a second shipment 
of ore to Ammtec.  This shipment comprised RC drill material selected for flotation and 
concentrate roast / CIL testing and some additional drill core material for further UCS 
determinations. 
 

Program 2 Second Shipment 
 
The samples UCS tested in this program showed pronounced friability, with some 
individual core intercepts too weak to be tested.  Fifteen separate samples from drill holes 
TAD-326 to 329 and TAD-331 and TAD-332 were tested.  Of these 4 failed prematurely; 
the spread of the remaining results confirm the friability of the material, suggesting the 
presence of clay-like minerals in the ore make-up and reinforcing the notion that feed 
preparation could be hampered by materials handling issues (Table 20). 
 

Value Failure UCS, MPa Class 

Minimum Shear 0.034 Very Weak 

Maximum Shear 50.597 Medium 

Median 0.241 Very Weak 

Average - 8.158 

Std Deviation - 16.688 

 
Table 20: Tabakoroni Program 2 Second Shipment UCS Data (After Ammtec). 

 
The second shipment of samples comprised RC drill material taken from the TAC series 
of holes on and adjacent to strike.  Two composites, Comp A and Comp B were prepared 
as described below.  Comp A representing material from along strike chosen to produce 
sufficient material for ongoing testing.  Comp B representing off-strike material chosen 
to provide an indication of the behaviour of material fringing the Tabakoroni Deposit.  
This material was not intended for detailed examination.  Assays of these composites are 
presented in the Table 21. 
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Element Units 
Etruscan JV Head Assays 

Comp A Comp B 

Ag ppm <2 <2 

Al % 6.40 5.34 

As ppm 2247 7508 

Au (Fire) ppm 2.85 3.11 

Ba ppm 388 133 

Bi ppm <10 11.00 

Ctot % 1.09 4.14 

Corg % 0.80 1.80 

Ca % 1.37 4.55 

Cd ppm <5 <5 

Co ppm 39.0 42.0 

Cr ppm 95.0 87.0 

Cu ppm 113 166 

Fe % 5.84 8.73 

Hg ppm 1.00 <1 

K % 1.64 1.21 

Li ppm 26.0 24.0 

Mg % 1.06 2.20 

Mn ppm 396 1078 

Mo ppm 13.0 <5 

Na ppm 7734 8349 

Ni ppm 89.0 80.0 

P ppm 500 675 

Pb ppm 49.0 31.0 

S % 1.54 2.25 

S2- % 1.34 2.15 

Sr ppm 127 172 

Ti ppm 1567 2423 

V ppm 182 286 

Y ppm 13.0 14.0 

Zn ppm 101 90.0 

Zr ppm 95.0 49.0 

 
Table 21: Tabakoroni Program 2 Ore Samples: Second Shipment (After Ammtec).  
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One rougher flotation test was carried out on a sub-sample of each of Composite A and 
B, followed by a bulk float of Composite A.  The two smaller tests were used to generate 
float tails for CIL testing.  The bulk float (Test SNF264) was used to produce flotation 
concentrate that was then submitted for roast / CIL testing (Table 22). 
 

Test No. SNF3259 SNF3260 SNF3264 

Sample Comp A Comp B Comp A 

Feed solids, g 994.7 994.5 14,912 

Grind P80, um 106 106 106 

Pulp solids, % 32 32 32 

pH 7.0 7.2 7.5 

CuSO4, g/t 100 100 100 

PAX, g/t 100 100 200 (staged) 

Float time, min 15 15 38 

Con mass pull, % 16.4 19.5 14.1 

Con gold grade, g/t; recovery, % 11.9; 81.6 15.1; 85.2 14.4; 83.1 

Con S= grade, % ; recovery, % 7.01; 83.1 9.91; 92.0 9.45; 97.5 

Con Corg grade, %; recovery, % 3.77; 67.9 8.41; 92.7 4.67; 70.5 

Con As grade, ppm; recovery, % 10,444; 73.3 32,641; 86.5 12,151; 73.4 

 
Table 22: Tabakoroni Program 2 Second Shipment Float Data (After Ammtec). 

 
Copper sulphate was added to the float in a repeat of the experience with fresh ore from 
the first shipment where an improvement concentrate sulphur grade, and by association 
improvement gold recovery was observed. 
The tail from the Comp A float was subjected to CIL testing which displayed favourable 
leach kinetics (Figure 22). 
 

 
 

Figure 22: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comp A Float Tail CIL (After Ammtec). 
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Cyanide consumption was low at 0.80 kg/t, lime consumption was 0.64 kg/t and this test 
produced a final leach tail of 0.23 g/t from a calculated head of 0.62 g/t (compared with 
the float tail assay of 0.48 g/t). 
 
The Comp B float tail was also submitted for CIL testing. This material did not leach as 
extensively as did Comp A (Figure 23). 
 

 
 

Figure 23: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comp B Float Tail CIL (After Ammtec). 
 

This test showed cyanide consumption of 2.91 kg/t and lime consumption of 2.12 kg/t.  
There was good agreement between the assay head of 0.63 g/t and the calculated head of 
0.64 g/t.  This test confirms the fresh nature of the Comp B material, which will not 
respond adequately to CIL treatment alone. 
 

A bulk flotation test was carried out on the Comp A sample to produce sufficient 
concentrate to enable concentrate roast and leach testing to be done. These tests were 
intended to examine the effects of roast time at the Syama design roast temperature of 
700°C on gold extraction. 
 

The tests were carried out on 630 – 680 g of concentrate in a Midrex furnace in an 
oxidising atmosphere.  The degree of oxidation of arsenic and organic carbon was also 
monitored.  The calcines were subjected to CIL testing under the previously described 
conditions. 
 

Table 23 summarizes the grade of the Comp A bulk concentrate and Table 24 
summarizes the roast / CIL data generated from the program. 
 

Cons Head Value 

Gold, g/t 14.4 

S=, % 9.45 

Corg, % 4.67 

As, ppm 12,151 

 

Table 23: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comp A Concentrate Grade (After Ammtec). 
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Parameter 30 minutes 60 minutes 120 minutes 

Roast:    

Weight loss, % 10.7 11.2 14.7 

S= loss, % 92.1 94.8 99.5 

Corg loss, % 51.6 71.5 97.6 

As loss, % 30.6 36.5 55.9 

CIL:    

% solids 40 40 40 

Time to max. extraction, h 36 48 24 

Gold extraction, % 71.8 68.2 78.9 

NaCN, kg/t 2.5 2.6 1.35 

Lime, kg/t 8.5 10.5 18.0 

 
Table 24: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comp A Midrex Roast/CIL Results (After Ammtec). 

 
Figure 24 illustrates the observed leach kinetics for the calcines in comparison with the 
Comp A float tails and Table 25 summarises the overall gold recovery for float tails CIL 
combined with each of the calcine CIL tests. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 24: Tabakoroni Program 2 Comp A Calcine CIL (After Ammtec). 
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Stage 
Recovery 

Test 
Stage Overall 

Flotation 83.1 - SNF3264 

30 minute calcine CIL 71.8 59.7 SN2932 

60 minute calcine CIL 68.2 56.7 SN2933 

120 minute calcine CIL 78.9 65.6 SN2934 

 
Table 25: Tabakoroni Program 2 Float / Roast / CIL Gold Recovery (After Ammtec). 

 
The response of the Comp A material to float – roast – leach is not satisfactory, falling 
well short of expectations based on Syama ore.  The poor performance would be 
exacerbated by the need to produce a flotation concentrate containing at least 29% S= to 
meet the fuel requirements of roaster feed. Attempting to upgrade the Comp A float 
concentrate would likely lead to further gold loss. 
 
A sample of the Composite A gold ore was submitted for Automated Mineralogical 
Analysis (AMA) Gold analysis. To improve the probability for gold detection the original 
ore sample was pre-concentrated using a Knelson concentrator to produce tails and 
concentrate samples. These samples were prepared and analysed separately, with the data 
from the tails used to assess the modal mineralogy of the ore and the concentrate data 
used for assessing the gold deportment in the ore. 
 
From the analysis of the Knelson tails sample it was determined that the major silicates 
present in the ore occur as quartz and micas / clays, which are dominated by muscovite.  
The majority of the remaining silicate is composed of alkali-feldspar. 
 
The data also show the presence of sulphide minerals in this ore, with pyrite, being the 
predominant sulphide gangue at about 2.3 wt % and arsenopyrite being the main 
secondary sulphide gangue at about 0.2 wt %.  Also of interest was the detection of minor 
amounts of carbonates, in the form of calcite at about 0.5 wt % and ankerite at about 0.7 
wt %.  Sulphide minerals made up 43% of the concentrate mass. 
 
Several gold grains were detected in the analysis of the Knelson concentrate sample, with 
the data showing that the gold occurs in association with pyrite and with a tungsten 
mineral of complex elemental composition containing Fe and Co. Particle image mineral 
maps and Back-Scatter Electron (BSE) images show the pyrite associated gold to occur 
on the surfaces of the pyrite grains.  The images for the tungsten-associated gold show 
this to occur as heavily locked grains within the mineral particles. 
 
In the context of the Syama roaster operation it is important to produce a final 
concentrate at “fuel grade” sulphur and organic carbon.  Typically the sulphur equivalent 
fuel grade is 30%, comprising sulphur at not less than 22% and organic carbon at 3.2% or 
more. The fuel sulphur grade equivalent to organic carbon is 1% organic carbon = 2.5% 
sulphur. 
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A flotation test was carried out using Comp A material to produce a rougher concentrate, 
which was in turn used to produce a cleaner concentrate. This concentrate was recleaned 
to produce a series of five recleaner concentrates. Figures 25 and 26 summarise the 
outcome; initially in terms of cumulative recovery of gold, sulphide sulphur and arsenic 
from Recleaner Con 1 to Recleaner Con 1 – 5 and then to Cleaner Con. Figure 24 
highlights the difficulty in maintaining gold recovery against concentrate mass rejection 
and also the apparent close relationship of 80% of the head gold with the arsenic content 
of the ore. 
 
Figure 25 illustrates the response of sulphide sulphur and organic carbon to recleaning.  It 
appears possible to achieve high equivalent sulphide fuel grades in the recleaner 
concentrate.  However, maintaining gold recovery to a roaster feed-grade concentrate 
does not occur as readily as is possible with Syama ore. 
 
Achieving a satisfactory fuel grade of 38% sulphur equivalent at a sulphide sulphur grade 
of >20% would deliver only 65.5% of the ore head gold content to the roaster feed. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Tabakoroni Comp A Recleaner Recoveries (After Ammtec). 
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Figure 26: Tabakoroni Comp A Recleaner Products Fuel Grades (After Ammtec). 
 

Process Issues 
 
The following notes have been compiled to identify the processing issues and likely 
treatment options for each of the Tabakoroni ores. 
 
The pervasive weakness of the ore types submitted for testing indicates the ore zones to 
be extensively sheared, to the point where there is no regular oxidation profile.  At least 
partial oxidation of sulphide sulphur was present in all samples, with the exception of 
Comp B.  Sulphide sulphur analyses for the fresh ore samples ranged from 0.36% in 
MET 7 to 3.6% for the fresh ore in the first shipment of Programme 2. 
 
Organic carbon was also pervasive and variable in content.  In particular, the Corg 
analysis in the fresh ores ranged from 0.64% for MET 7 to 1.8% for Comp B. 
 
Gold grades were also variable, ranging from 1.38 g/t in the fresh ore from the first 
shipment in Program 2, to 11.2 g/t for the transition ore in the same shipment.  The 
remaining samples assayed between 2.85 and 4.44 g/t. 
 
No physical strength data are available for the Tabakoroni oxide ore.  The samples 
received showed this material to be extremely friable, with no core material surviving 
transport from Mali to Western Australia.  Work index testing showed the ore to have 
low values for rod and ball mill work indices.  The oxide ore abrasion index was also 
very low. The low physical strength of this ore type could present problems for a 
conventional crushing circuit, especially under wet conditions. Milling of this ore would 
not be problematic and would require relatively low energy input, possibly employing 
relatively slow mill speeds and low ball charges. 
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The oxide ore exhibits free-milling behaviour.  It contains a significant gravity 
recoverable gold component and responds well to conventional CIL treatment.  It would 
perform well in a conventional grind-gravity-CIL circuit. Reagent consumption for this 
ore type is mild at 0.6 – 0.7 kg/t cyanide and 0.8 – 1.0 kg/t lime. 
 

The Tabakoroni transition ore is physically very weak with UCS values of 0.2 – 0.4 MPa.  
CWi determinations on six specimens further exemplified the friability of this ore, 
returning values of 2.2 – 4.9 kWh/t. Comminution testing produced moderate results for 
rod and ball work indices and abrasion index.  Crushing and milling of this ore would not 
be expected to be problematic. 
 

The transition ore shows a slight tendency to preg-robbing susceptibility.  However, this 
may be overcome by the use of CIL processing.  Although appearing to have a lower 
gravity gold component than the oxide ore tested, this ore would respond satisfactorily in 
a conventional grind-gravity-CIL circuit. Again, reagent demand is mild with cyanide 
consumption of 0.4 – 0.8 kg/t and lime consumption of 0.5 – 0.6 kg/t.  
 

The fresh ore UCS values are very low at 2.2 – 2.9 MPa, while the highest observed 
value for the CWi was 6.0 kWh/t.  Similarly, the comminution parameters show the ore 
rod, ball and abrasion indices to be moderate, indicating that comminution of this ore 
would not be problematic and energy requirements would be moderate. 
 

The treatment of Tabakoroni fresh ore is particularly problematic.  Whilst it demonstrated 
a gravity recoverable gold component in the range 14 – 34% in the samples tested, the 
gravity tail does not respond to direct cyanidation and the use of CIL is of marginal 
benefit. The flotation performance of the fresh ore in all tests carried out has not been 
impressive.  Gold recovery into a bulk sulphide concentrate varied from 53.6% for the 
MET 7 sample to 68.9% in the first shipment of Programme 2 to 83.1% in the Comp A 
bulk float.  Cleaning a bulk flotation concentrate to achieve roaster fuel grades of at least 
29% S= would likely result in further gold losses. 
 

Subsequent concentrate roast and CIL treatment of the Comp A bulk concentrate 
achieved 78.9% gold recovery from the 120 minute calcine.  This implies the gold 
recovery achievable from a float-roast-CIL circuit would be 65.6%.  A further 5 – 6% 
may be achievable by leaching the float tail.  Cyanide consumption in this case was 1.35 
kg/t calcine.  The corresponding lime consumption figure was 18 kg/t. 
 

A possible process route would include conventional grinding and gravity recovery 
followed by flotation and concentrate roasting prior to calcine CIL.  The gravity 
concentrate leach tail would be combined with the calcine leach.  It is unlikely the float 
tail leach per se would be economic. 
 

In any case achieving a total recovery of substantially greater than 70% would be 
difficult.  The presence of elevated quantities of organic carbon and sulphides in the head 
assay will make the achievement of higher rates of recovery costly in terms of process 
requirements. 
 

The fresh ore possesses considerable acid generating capacity, which could prove 
problematic in an operational environment given the paucity of limestone deposits in the 
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vicinity of the Tabakoroni deposit. Traces of mercury in some of the ore samples tested 
could warrant special attention in an operational setting. 
 

Recovery Summary 
 
Tables 26 and 27 summarise gold recoveries achieved through gravity and CIL for the 
Program 1 and Programme 2, first shipment samples and through flotation and roast for 
the transition and fresh ores.  
 

Sample 
MET 5 
Oxide 

MET 6 
Transition 

MET 7
Fresh 

P2S1(1) Oxide P2S1 Transition P2S1 Fresh 

Head Au (FA) g/t 3.87 4.44 3.6 1.38 311.9 2.96 

GRG, % 16.0 3.4 26.6 13.0 51.7 16.4 

Au to CIL, %(2) 78.7 82.6 60.2 73.5 42.7 34.2(3) 

Total Au Recovery, % 93.7 85.7 86.8 86.5 94.4 50.6 

 
Table 26: Tabakoroni Gravity - CIL Recovery Summary (After Ammtec). 

 

Stage 
Recovery 

Recovery Including Tails CIL, % 
Stage, % Overall, % 

Flotation 83.1 - - 

30 minute calcine CIL 71.8 59.7 74.9 

60 minute calcine CIL 68.2 56.7 71.9 

120 minute calcine CIL 78.9 65.6 80.8 

 
Table 27:  Comp A Float Concentrate Roast – Leach Recovery (After Ammtec). 

 
No appreciable differences in gold extraction between GRG / CIL and whole ore CIL 
treatment routes were observed for the oxide and transition ores from Programme 2, first 
shipment (Table 28). It appears that good gold recoveries from the fresh ores in particular 
will be difficult to achieve.  Recovery is most likely compromised by the presence of 
very active organic carbon and the inclusion of gold in tungsten-based refractory 
minerals. 
 

Sample P2S1(1) Fresh Comp A Fresh Comp B Fresh 

Head Au (FA) g/t 2.96 2.85 3.11 

Au to Float concentrate, % 68.9 83.1(2) 85.2 

CIL, % of head(2) n/d(3) 15.2 4.6 

Total, % n/d 98.3 89.8 

 
Table 28: Tabakoroni Float – Tails Leach Recoveries (After Ammtec). 
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Incomplete recovery of sulphur into float concentrates will result in a residual acid 
generation capacity, which would require the import of neutralising agents to mitigate 
long term effects. Mercury levels of up to 1 ppm in the fresh ore would require attention 
at the process design stage. 
 

The available test data indicate that reagent consumptions for gravity – CIL treatment of 
oxide and transition ores would be as shown in Table 29. Table 30 summarizes estimated 
consumables requirements for fresh ore treatment based on flotation, concentrate roast 
and leach and float tails leach. 
 

Consumable Oxide Transition 

Grinding media, kg/t 0.2 0.8 

Programme 1:   

NaCN, kg/t 0.7 0.81 

Lime, kg/t 0.79 0.58 

Programme 2:   

NaCN, kg/t 1.9 2.06 

Lime, kg/t 1.05 0.59 

 

 Table 29: Reagent Consumptions for Oxide and Transition Ores (After Ammtec). 
 

 
Table 30: Fresh Ore Consumables (After Ammtec). 

 
 
  

Consumable Stage Basis Head Basis 

Grinding media, kg/t - 0.9 

Flotation:   

CuSO4, kg/t - 0.1 

Potassium amyl xanthate, kg/t - 0.2 

Concentrate mass pull, % 14.1  

Calcine CIL(1):   

NaCN, kg/t 1.35 0.19 

Lime, kg/t 18.0 2.54 

Float Tail CIL:   

NaCN, kg/t 0.24 0.21 

Lime, kg/t 1.03 0.89 

Whole of Ore:   

NaCN, kg/t - 0.40 

Lime, kg/t - 3.43 
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Conclusions  
 
The variability observed in the samples provided for the programs described in this report 
highlight the inherent difficulties in characterising the oxidation state of the ore at any 
point in the Tabakoroni deposit.  However, there are obvious differences in response 
between heavily oxidised ores and obviously unoxidised or fresh ores. 
 
None of the ore types tested appears to present problems with comminution circuit 
design, except that the friable nature of the oxide material will require consideration in 
circuit design for wet conditions. 
 
The information obtained for the various ores from the Tabakoroni Deposit indicate a 
generally satisfactory response may be obtained by applying conventional grind-gravity 
gold recovery-CIL process technology to the oxide and transition ores, which appear to 
respond well, with the oxide ore response being superior. The fresh ore response is the 
least satisfactory.  It is likely that applying float-roast-calcine CIL would achieve the best 
recovery.  However, the level of recovery achieved in the test programmes to date has not 
been better than about 70%, which brings into question the economic viability of this 
treatment regime. 
 
The mineralogy of the Tabakoroni deposit appears to be complex with the presence of 
abundant organic carbon and a complex tungsten-based mineral that appears to lock gold.  
The occurrence of both of these species has the potential to diminish gold recovery under 
most treatment circumstances. 
 
The presence of unoxidised sulphur, arsenic and traces of mercury in the various ore 
types will demand attention be given to environmental management issues during process 
design. 
 
Mineral Processing 
 
As part of the feasibility study for the Tabakoroni Project, two processing options for the 
treatment of the gold ores were studied; 
 

1. Crushing, grinding, CIL and Flotation,  and  
2. Crushing, agglomeration, stacking and heap leach. 

 
CIL Process Plant 

 
Abesque Engineering Ltd (“AEL”) were engaged to carry out a scoping study to 
determine the capital costs of building a CIL processing plant adjacent to the Tabakoroni 
deposit.  The study into the construction of a crushing, grinding, CIL and Flotation plant 
was centred on a plant capable of treating oxide to bullion and sulphide ore to a 
concentrate for treatment off-site. 
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The AEL design and cost estimates are based on treating 1,500,000 tonnes per annum 
(“tpa”) of oxide ore or sulphide ore at a rate of 1,000,000 tpa.  Due to the size of the 
reserves for the deposit, two alternative throughput options were also estimated. 
 
When the capital costs for various sized plants were estimated then combined with 
operating costs and royalty none of the options are economically viable (Table 31). 
 

Parameter Units Value 

Reserve    

Oxide + transition - Tonnage  tonnes 2,070,000 

Grade  g/t Au 2.8 

Plant recoveries % 89 

Sulphide - Tonnage  tonnes 346,000 

Grade  g/t Au 4.3 

Plant recoveries % 80 

Ounces recovered 204,000 

Revenue at US$900/oz 183,600,000 

1.5 Mtpa Oxide or 1 Mtpa Sulphide (Flotation) 

Capex USD 147,842,000 

Opex  USD 110,847,560 

Royalty (3%) USD 5,508,000 

Return on Investment before Tax USD -80,597,560 

1.0 Mtpa Oxide or 0.7 Mtpa Sulphide (Flotation) 

Capex USD 117,579,000 

Opex  USD 110,847,560 

Royalty (3%) USD 5,508,000 

Return on Investment before Tax USD -50,334,560 

0.5 Mtpa Oxide or 0.35 Mtpa Sulphide (Flotation) 

Capex USD 80,193,000 

Opex  USD 112,356,120 

Royalty (3%) USD 5,508,000 

Return on Investment before Tax USD -14,457,120 

 
Table 31: Financial Summary Related to Capital Costs (After AEL). 

 
Heap Leach Processing 

 
Metallurgical Design (“MD”) of Perth, Australia were requested to provide a scoping 
study into the establishment and operation of a 500,000 tpa oxide ore heap leach at the 
Tabakoroni deposit. The purpose of this scoping study was to provide an order of 
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magnitude indication of the capital and operating costs for a heap leach project that 
would treat a combination of oxide and transition ores from the deposit. 
 
No specific heap leach test work has been undertaken, however previously carried out 
grind and cyanide leach test programs on oxide and transition ore samples from the 
Tabakoroni deposit was reviewed. This work showed the oxide ore to be amenable to 
direct cyanidation at a grind size of 106 microns.  The shallower transition ore is also 
amenable to direct cyanidation.  However, as the source depth increases, there is an 
increasing incidence of organic carbon in the ore, which renders gold recovery subject to 
preg-robbing.  Consequently the quantity of transition ore available for direct leaching is 
limited. 
 
The project assessment has been based on a mineable resource of 2.07 Mt, which will be 
mined at a waste:ore ratio of 10.5:1 and the operating cost estimate assumes the use of 
contract miners (Table 32). 
 

Factor Units Value 

Mineable resource t 2,070,000 

Project production tpa 500,000 

Ore grade g/t 2.80 

Recovery % 65 

Gold output kg/y 910 

Gold output oz/y 29,257 

Production cost $/oz 860.86 

Production cost $/t ore 50.37 

Gold price $/oz 900 

 
Table 32: Tabakoroni Operating Summary (After MD). 

 
The production cost summary is shown in the Table 33. 
 

Cost Centre $/oz $/t 

Mining & stacking 472.36 27.64 

Process 215.30 12.6 

G&A(including gold sales) 41.9 2.45 

Royalties 27 1.58 

Total Costs 756.56 44.27 

 
Table 33: Tabakoroni Production Summary Estimate (After MD). 
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The capital cost prepared for this report has been based on unit construction rates made 
available by SOMISY and database information held by MD (Table 34).  The costs 
presented below include provisions for infrastructure and service items including; 
 

 Roads to and within the project area, 
 Bore fields and other water supply systems, 
 Communications, 
 Employee accommodation, and 
 Light vehicles. 

 
CAPITAL ITEMS $ cost 

Heap Leach- Directs supply & install 7,740,892 

EPCM 1,548,178 

Site Infrastructure- Directs supply & install 3,488,000 

EPCM 697,000 

Contingency @ 10% nominal 1,347,470 

Total capital 14,822,140 

 
Table 34: Tabakoroni Heap Leach Capital Estimate (After MD). 

 
A financial analysis was completed by utilising the data above and by applying royalty 
and taxation provisions currently in force in Mali.  The results show it not economic to 
justify an onsite heap leach operation (Table 35). The gold price of US$900/oz used for 
the financial estimations is the company’s projected price of gold at the expected 
commencement of the operations in 2013. A gold price of US$930/oz generates a zero 
value for the NPV. 
 

FINANCIAL FACTOR USD  

Revenue (gold $US900/oz) $'000/y 26,331 

Opex $'000/y 21,345 

Operating profit (EBIDT) $'000/y 4,987 

Life of mine:     

Royalty $'000 3,270 

VAT $'000 963 

Tax payable $'000 0 

Capex $'000 14,822 

NPV, (10% discount) $'000 -2,096 

IRR, %   - 

 
Table 35: Tabakoroni Financial Summary (After MD). 
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MINERAL RESOURCE AND MINERAL RESERVE ESTIMATES 
 
Mineral Resource Estimate 
 
In November 2007, Resolute completed the initial Mineral Resource estimation for the 
Tabakoroni deposit (Woodman, 2008). At that time Resolute reported, at a one gram per 
tonne cutoff, 4.62 million tonnes of measured and indicated resource at 2.6 gram per 
tonne (382,000 ounces) and a further 4.54 million tonnes of inferred resource at 2.5 gram 
per tonne (364,000 ounces). 
 
A Mineral Resource estimation update was completed by Resolute for the Tabakoroni 
deposit in July 2009 and the report “Mineral Resource Estimation Update, Tabakoroni 
Gold Deposit, Mali, West Africa” dated July 31, 2009 provides a detailed description of 
the key assumptions, parameters and method used to estimate the mineral resources. 
 
The Mineral Resource estimation was undertaken by Richard Bray, whom is employed 
fulltime as a Resource Geologist by Resolute. Mr. Bray is a member of the Australasian 
Institute of Geoscientists, has more than twenty years experience in the estimation of gold 
deposit resources and is a “Qualified Person” with respect to CIM standards and as 
defined in Canadian National Instrument 43-101 (“43-101”). 
 
The Mineral Resource estimation was based on sample and geological data supplied by 
Etruscan and Resolute on-site exploration personnel.  The resource database was 
comprised of data collected during all reported drill campaigns and was compiled, 
reviewed and verified by Resolute staff.  The data reviewed included RAB, AC, RC, and 
diamond drilling samples in addition to surface channel sampling although only the RC 
and diamond drilling data was deemed suitable for modeling purposes (Table 7). 
 
Digital wireframes were generated at approximately the 0.2 - 0.3 g/t cut-off grade using 
Micromine Mine Planning software. The wireframes were created from sectional orebody 
interpretations using geological, structural and sample grade information. These 
wireframes were used to digitally represent the Main orebody the North eastern lodes, 
and the western mafic mineralization of the deposit (Resolute, 2009). 
 
Based on this interpretation the orebody has a strike length of 2.05 km, dips steeply to the 
west with a width that ranges from 5 to 65 meters. The mineralization is currently drilled 
to between 150 and 265 meters, and was modeled as four distinct domains (Figure 27); 
 

 Domain 1 - Western Hanging-wall mineralization 
 Domain 2 - Main Orezone. 
 Domain 3 - North Eastern Footwall mineralization 
 Domain 4 - East Foot-wall mineralization 
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Figure 27: Data Domains Used in Modeling Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute, 2009). 
 
Oxidation surfaces were constructed by digitizing into CAD format interpretations of the 
oxidation profiles on section from data recorded in the drill-hole lithological logging 
process.  (Resolute, 2009). 
 
Based on statistical analysis, two-meter composites of the gold assay data for the drilling 
completed at Tabakoroni were selected.  These composites then underwent extensive 
univariate-statistical analysis for each modeled domain (Table 36). As would be expected 
for a gold deposit of this nature, the populations are highly skewed. The coefficient of 
variation (“CV”) is very high for the Main Zone Domain (5.87) and extremely high for 
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the North East Domain (13.1) which reflects the coarse gold nature of the deposit. The 
CV is lower for the hanging-wall mineralization domain which has relatively consistent 
gold grades (Resolute, 2009). 
 

 
 

Table 36: Drill-hole Statistics by Domain, Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute, 2009). 
 
Indicator and grade variography for the Tabakoroni deposit was completed using the 
Hellman & Schofield Pty Ltd GS3 software and was based on the 2m composites. The 
type of measure used in the variogram study was the correlogram and the rotations used 
are mathematical (Z, Y, X) (Resolute, 2009). 
 
Gold and indicator variograms were calculated and modeled separately for the main zone 
domain and the mafic hanging-wall zones, these variogram models were applied to all 
other domains. The main zone variography was applied to domains 2, 3 and four while 
domain 1 was modeled separately as it is structurally and geologically different. This 
approach was adopted as valid variograms could not be modeled accurately for the 
smaller domains with few data points. The main domain allowed for robust indicator 
variograms to be modeled (Resolute, 2009). 
 
The resource was estimated using the method of Multiple Indicator Kriging with block 
support adjustment. The model estimates resources into panels with dimensions of 15m 
(east) by 25 m (north) by 5 m (elevation), which approximates the drill hole spacing in 
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the deposit. The model is based on all reverse-circulation and diamond drilling 
undertaken to date. The recoverable resource estimates within each panel have been 
estimated using GS3©, the Multiple Indicator Kriging software developed by Hellman 
and Schofield Pty Ltd. 
 
A block support adjustment was used to estimate recoverable resources using an 
adjustment between the larger panel and a Selective Mining Unit (“SMU”), which, would 
be a likely mineable volume. This is done using the shape of the local block grade 
distribution, which has been assumed lognormal or normal, depending on the skewness of 
the local histogram of grades within each panel, as estimated by Indicator Kriging (“IK”) 
(Resolute, 2009). 
 
Table 37 illustrates the grid framework and parameters used in the IK model applied to 
each domain to generate the block model for the deposit. 
 

 
 

Table 37: Block Model Parameters for the Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute, 2009). 
 
The SMU dimensions for the resource estimate were set to 4m by 8m by 2.5m (east, 
north and depth respectively) and assume grade control drill sampling at 5mE x 8mN x 
1.5mRL. The shape of the local block gold grade distribution has been assumed as 
lognormal or normal, depending on the skewness of the local histogram of gold grades at 
sample support within each panel as estimated by MIK. The change of support analysis 
assumes the permeance of the mean grade, a distribution shape, and a variance reduction. 
The variance adjustments applied to the model represent large reductions of variance, 
typical of hydrothermal gold deposits (Resolute, 2009). 
 
A bulk density value was then applied to each block based on the weathering profile of 
the panels.  Bulk densities used in the modeling process were as follows: 
 

 Oxide (Weathered) 2.12 
 Transition  2.41 
 Sulfide  (Fresh) 2.59 
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Blocks in the resource model were allocated an initial confidence category based on the 
number and location of samples used to estimate proportions and grade of each block. 
The approach is based on the principle that larger numbers of samples, which are more 
evenly distributed throughout the search neighbourhood, will provide a more reliable 
estimate. The search parameters used to decide the initial classification of a block in this 
study are listed in Table 38. 
 

Parameter Measured Indicated  Inferred 
Minimum samples per search 
neighbourhood 16 16 8 
Minimum number of spatial 
octants informed 4 4 2 

Distance to informing data 20m E, 30m N, 15m RL 30m E, 60m N, 22.5m RL 30m E, 60m N, 22.5m RL 

Underlying quality of data Domain 2 Domains 2 & 3 Domains 1, 2, 3 & 4 
 

Table 38: Classification Parameters, Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute, 2009). 
 

A detailed breakdown of the resource classification at varying cutoff grades is presented 
in Table 39. The resource has been reported to National Instrument 43-101 standards. 
 

Cutoff Measured Indicated Inferred 

g/t 
Tonnes 

(Mt) 
Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(k) 

Tonnes 
(Mt) 

Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(k) 

Tonnes 
(Mt) 

Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(k) 

0.50 3.29 2.29 242 6.82 2.03 445 6.73 1.39 301 

0.70 2.87 2.54 234 5.77 2.29 425 4.77 1.39 264 

0.90 2.50 2.80 225 4.88 2.56 402 3.57 2.03 233 

1.00 2.33 2.93 220 4.50 2.70 390 3.13 2.18 220 

1.10 2.18 3.06 214 4.14 2.84 378 2.77 2.33 208 

1.20 2.04 3.20 209 3.82 2.98 366 2.46 2.48 196 

1.50 1.67 3.61 193 3.02 3.42 332 1.77 2.92 166 
 

Table 39: Resource Estimation for the Tabakoroni Deposit, Mali (After Resolute, 2009). 
 

Mineral Reserve Estimate 
 

The Mineral Reserve estimates are based on the input parameters described in following 
section of this report. Table 40 provides a summary of the Mineral Reserves that were 
determined for the Tabakoroni Deposit. All stated reserves are completely included 
within the quoted resources. 
 

 

Proven Probable Total 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces
(oz) 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold Grade
(g/t) 

Ounces
(oz) 

Tonnes 
(t) 

Gold Grade 
(g/t) 

Ounces 
(oz) 

Oxide 417,000 2.3 30,800 818,000 2.5 65,700 1,235,000 2.4 97,000 

Transition 415,000 3.6 48,000 419,000 3.2 43,100 834,000 3.4 91,000 

Fresh 205,000 4.6 30,300 144,000 4.0 18,500 349,000 4.4 49,000 

Total 1,037,000 3.3 109,100 1,381,000 2.9 127,300 2,418,000 3.0 237,000 

 

Table 40: Reserve Estimation for the Tabakoroni Deposit, Mali (After Resolute, 2010). 
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This mineral reserve estimate has been determined and reported in accordance with 43-
101 ‘Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects’ of December 2005 and the 
classifications adopted by CIM Council in December 2005. 
 
The reported reserves have been compiled by Guy Simpson whom is employed fulltime 
as a Group Mining Engineer by Resolute. Mr. Simpson is a member of the Australasian 
Institute of Geoscientists, has sufficient experience in the estimation of gold deposit 
reserves to qualify as a “Qualified Person” with respect to CIM standards and as defined 
in NI 43-101. 
 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTS ON DEVELOPMENT PROPERTIES 
 

Mining 
 

The Finkolo JV proposes to develop the Tabakoroni deposit (Figure 28).  The site is 
located approximately 33kms south-south-west of the existing Syama mine site.  
Accessibility during the dry season is adequate; however future mining of the deposit will 
require upgraded access. 
 

 
 

Figure 28: Tabakoroni Deposit Location Plan (After Resolute, 2010). 
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The deposit will be mined either at the end of the Syama Open Pit mining operation or 
utilise the resources as an additional or back-up feed source.  Extracted ore will be 
trucked to the existing Syama process plant for the recovery of gold.  The life of mine 
(“LOM”), if mined continuously is expected to be three years.  The principal processes 
for the development of the Tabakoroni Deposit will include; 
 

 Providing compensation to any farms identified that will be affected by the 
placement of infrastructure (e.g. waste rock dump), 

 Fencing the perimeter of the site to encompass the open pit, waste rock dump, run 
of mine (ROM) pad and other infrastructure (e.g. office and employee mess), 

 Pre-stripping and stockpiling vegetation and topsoil for use in progressive 
rehabilitation of available areas, 

 Utilise conventional mining methods to remove an estimated; 
 10.1 Mt of waste rock, deposited within a single waste rock dump, located 

on the east side of the open pit, 
 2.4 Mt of ore at 3.05 g/t for 201,000 mined ounces.  The ore will be trucked 

33 km direct from the ROM via an upgraded haul road to the Syama 
process plant ore stockpiles, 

 Processing the ore through the reinstated oxide circuit and sulphide circuits at the 
Syama process plant, 

 Residue from the processing of Tabakoroni Deposit ore will be impounded in an 
expanded Syama Tailings Storage Facility (TSF). 

 
Geotechnical Parameters 
 
Geotechnical consultants George Orr and Associates (“George Orr”) in February 2009 
carried out a site visit and inspected the drill core as part of the study for the final wall 
design slope parameters. Their work has been summarized in a detailed report into the 
recommended geotechnical parameters and conditions “090525-Geotechnical Report 
Tabakoroni May 2009 Final” dated May 2009. 
 
Interpretations made from current information on rock weathering depths imply that 
weathered wall rocks will occur to depths of 75m and 60m in the western and eastern 
wall sectors respectively.  The lowermost 55m to 70m wall heights will be mined in fresh 
rocks. For wall design purposes a "mean" base of weathering at elevation of 315mRL has 
been assumed, in light of the variable depths of rock weathering interpreted at the 
deposit. 
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Recommended "base case" wall design parameters for all walls are as follows; 
 

 Surface to 315mRL (mining in weathered rocks): 5m vertical height benches, 
mined at nominal face angles of 80°, separated by 5m wide berms.  Mining to 
these design parameters will yield a local slope exhibiting an inter-berm wall 
angle (measured between succeeding berm crests) of around 40°, 

 315mRL to 250mRL (mining in fresh rocks): Either 5m vertical height benches, 
mined at nominal face angles of 80°, separated by 4m wide berms or 10m vertical 
height benches, mined at nominal face angles of 80°, separated by 8m wide 
berms.  Mining to either of these design parameters will yield a local slope 
exhibiting an inter-berm wall angle (measured between succeeding berm crests) 
of around 45°. 

 

Allowing for one pass of a nominal 20m wide ramp on each wall, an overall wall angle 
(measured from pit crest to pit toe) of around 40° will be achieved over a 130m vertical 
height. 
 
The recommended "base case" wall design parameters are illustrated in Figure 29. 
 

 
 

Figure 29: Recommended Wall Parameter Options (After George Orr, 2009). 
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Pit Optimisation 
 
To determine the potential for open pit mining of the Tabakoroni deposit a series of 
optimisations using Whittle software were undertaken on the resource.  The sequence 
undertaken was an iterative process as follows; 
 

 Determine anticipated mining and treatment costs using Syama model and adjust 
for location and orebody dimensions, 

 Apply costs to block model and translate into Whittle, 
 Apply metallurgical recoveries, slope constraints and discount rates in Whittle, 
 Determine optimal shell, 
 Generate pit design based on  optimal shell and schedule, 
 Design and schedule provided to mining contractor for budget costing, 
 Apply submitted contractor rates to block model to determine new optimal shell, 
 Compare against previous design and modify. 

 
Budget mining costs were provided by PW Mining (“PW”) following receipt and 
assessment of the preliminary optimisation and design work undertaken by Resolute. 
PW estimated the amount of fuel for the work based on 11.2MBCM over 3 years.  The 
unit mining rates were used to help build up the total operating costs for the pit 
optimisation. 
 
Waste mining costs were built up using the PW load and haul rates and estimated drill 
and blast costs from Syama Contract rates with 15% escalation applied for drill rig 
transport.  Also included in the costs were allowances for; 
 

 Pit Dewatering 
 Geotechnical 
 Dump rehabilitation; and 
 General Day works 

 
Ore mining costs were built up using the PW load and haul rates with an additional 
allowance as per Syama escalation for slower digging under supervision. Administration 
was based on the Syama 2009 budget year.  Supervision, consumables and grade control 
were based on Syama owner costs. 
 
Appendix 1 contains a detailed listing of the estimated mining costs. 
 
It is estimated that the final haul route from Tabakoroni to Syama would be in the order 
of 33kms. A cost was allowed based on $US0.90 for diesel.  An allowance of 25% for 
rehandling of stockpiled ore to the crusher was also included in accordance with the 
existing Syama Contract. 
 
Processing costs were applied in accordance with material types treated.  
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An allowance of $US1.5M was made for a new haul road from Tabakoroni to Syama and 
site infrastructure requirements. 
 
Recoveries were based on metallurgical test work carried out on core and RC samples by 
Ammtec (Table 41). 
 

Material Type Recovery % Recovery Process 

Oxide Ore 89 CIL 

Transitional Ore 89 CIL 

Fresh Ore 65.6 Flotation/roaster/CIL 

 
Table 41: Recoveries for the Tabakoroni Deposit (After Ammtec). 

 
The base gold price applied at the time of the optimisation was $US900/ounce or 
$US28.93/gram. The gold price range was from US$450/oz to US$1800/oz times in 
US$45 increments. Selling cost of $US1.73/gram or 6% of the base gold price was 
applied to allow for the following; 
 

 Malian Government Gross Royalty = 3% 
 Bagoe Corporation Net Smelter Royalty = 2% 
 Refining Costs = 1% 

 
A discount rate of 10% was applied to the optimisation to determine discounted costs and 
cash flow. 
 
Optimisations were based only on resources classified as measured and indicated. 
Inferred resources were given a zero recovery factor.  A summary of the Whittle shells is 
shown in Table 42.  The optimal shell based purely on cash flow is Shell 11 with a 
discounted cash flow of $US57.7M. 
 
The graphical representations of the results are provided in Figure 30 to 32.  It is noted 
that there is little variation in the overall discounted cash flow between shell 9 ($810/oz) 
and shell 13 ($990/oz).  However there is a large jump in cost per ounce and tonnes 
mined from Shell 14 ($1,035/oz) with a corresponding drop in discounted cash flow.  
This indicates that a pit size around shells 10 to 12 would be optimal with the potential 
for a future cutback should the gold price increase to over $1,000/ounce. 
 
For pit design purposes, Shell 11 was selected. 
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Table 42: Tabakoroni Measured and Indicated Whittle Shells (After Resolute). 
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Figure 30: Tabakoroni Recovered Ounces vs Cashflow (After Resolute). 
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Figure 31: Tabakoroni Recovered Ounces vs Cost per Ounce (After Resolute). 
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Figure 32: Tabakoroni Total Operating vs Mined Volume (After Resolute). 
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Shell 11 contains 2.9Mt of ore at 3.05g/t with Figure 33 showing a plan view and Figure 
34 a long section of optimized shell #11. 
 

 
 

Figure 33: Tabakoroni Plan View of Pit Shell #11 (After Resolute). 
 

 
 

Figure 34: Tabakoroni Long section of Pit Shell #11 (After Resolute). 
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Open pit designs using Surpac software were undertaken utilising the following base 
information; 
 

 Optimised Pit Shell #11 
 Resource Block model “taba0509.mdl” 
 1g/t Au cutoff 
 Recommended wall parameters 
 4m berms every 5m vertically 
 80 degree batters 
 Ramp Gradient = 1:9 
 Ramp width = 26m dual lane and 14m single lane to suit Cat 785 trucks 

 
It comprises three separate pits ranging in depth from 65m in the southern pit to 90m in 
the northern pit as shown in Figures 35 to 37.  A waste dump design is shown as Figure 
38. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Northern Pit (After Resolute).  Figure 36: Central Pit (After Resolute). 
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Figure 37: Southern Pit (After Resolute). Figure 38: Waste Dump (After Resolute). 
 
Design “Taba0709_m0509” was intersected with the known topography.  Volume and 
grade reports have been generated using different cut-off grades for oxide, transitional 
and fresh ores.  These cut-off grades are based on unit costs for mining hauling, 
processing and administration in each of the differing material types; 
 

 Oxide = 1g/t Au, 
 Transitional = 1.4g/t Au, and 
 Fresh = 2.0g/t Au 

 
All material not meeting those criteria was reported as waste. 
 
Table 43 provides a bench by bench breakdown of ore and waste contained within pit 
design “Taba0709_m0509”. 
 
Tables 44 through 46 show the ore classified by the level of oxidation and weathering 
and the above cut off criteria.
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Z 
Total Material Waste Ore 

Volume Tonnes Volume Tonnes Volume Tonnes Grade Metal Ozs 

380.0 -> 390.0 73,125 155,025 73,125 155,025 - - 0.00 - 

370.0 -> 380.0 896,250 1,900,050 859,383 1,821,891 36,867 78,159 1.93 4,841 

360.0 -> 370.0 1,395,000 2,958,488 1,317,710 2,794,633 77,290 163,855 2.03 10,706 

350.0 -> 360.0 1,483,125 3,154,556 1,382,177 2,940,436 100,948 214,120 1.97 13,586 

340.0 -> 350.0 1,916,250 4,097,250 1,751,908 3,746,619 164,342 350,631 2.43 27,395 

330.0 -> 340.0 1,711,875 3,746,419 1,540,566 3,365,457 171,309 380,962 3.16 38,751 

320.0 -> 330.0 1,314,375 2,947,369 1,166,850 2,605,627 147,525 341,742 3.65 40,135 

310.0 -> 320.0 982,500 2,259,150 861,447 1,971,047 121,053 288,103 3.79 35,109 

300.0 -> 310.0 680,625 1,609,312 609,447 1,438,370 71,178 170,942 3.15 17,320 

290.0 -> 300.0 423,750 1,035,300 358,222 874,998 65,528 160,302 2.99 15,434 

280.0 -> 290.0 213,750 533,025 159,140 397,916 54,610 135,109 3.44 14,926 

270.0 -> 280.0 91,875 233,569 46,842 119,240 45,033 114,329 4.54 16,690 

260.0 -> 270.0 9,375 24,281 2,327 6,027 7,048 18,254 3.90 2,286 

Grand Total 11,191,875 24,653,793 10,129,143 22,237,285 1,062,732 2,416,508 3.05 237,179 

 
Table 43: Tabakoroni Summary of Material Mined (After Resolute).
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Z 
Waste Ore 

Volume Tonnes Volume Tonnes Grade 

380.0 -> 390.0 73,125 155,025 - - 0.00 

370.0 -> 380.0 859,383 1,821,891 36,867 78,159 1.93 

360.0 -> 370.0 1,313,960 2,785,595 77,290 163,855 2.03 

350.0 -> 360.0 1,346,933 2,855,498 100,567 213,202 1.97 

340.0 -> 350.0 1,639,578 3,475,905 156,672 332,145 2.35 

330.0 -> 340.0 1,198,778 2,541,410 109,972 233,140 2.63 

320.0 -> 330.0 732,122 1,552,098 55,378 117,402 3.28 

310.0 -> 320.0 407,086 863,021 31,664 67,129 3.58 

300.0 -> 310.0 162,020 343,482 12,355 26,193 3.06 

290.0 -> 300.0 20,627 43,730 1,873 3,970 2.39 

280.0 -> 290.0 - - - - 0.00 

270.0 -> 280.0 - - - - 0.00 

260.0 -> 270.0 - - - - 0.00 

Grand Total 7,753,611 16,437,655 582,639 1,235,194 2.44 

 
Table 44: Tabakoroni Oxide Ore Production (After Resolute). 

 

Z 
Waste Ore 

Volume Tonnes Volume Tonnes Grade 

380.0 -> 390.0 - - - - - 

370.0 -> 380.0 - - - - - 

360.0 -> 370.0 3,750 9,038 - - - 

350.0 -> 360.0 35,244 84,938 381 918 2.12 

340.0 -> 350.0 112,330 270,714 7,670 18,486 3.79 

330.0 -> 340.0 339,913 819,191 61,337 147,822 4.01 

320.0 -> 330.0 402,302 969,547 79,573 191,772 3.63 

310.0 -> 320.0 382,054 920,751 58,571 141,155 3.13 

300.0 -> 310.0 355,257 856,168 42,243 101,807 2.77 

290.0 -> 300.0 239,468 577,119 47,407 114,250 3.04 

280.0 -> 290.0 79,217 190,914 35,158 84,730 3.42 

270.0 -> 280.0 11,560 27,861 12,815 30,883 4.00 

260.0 -> 270.0 - - - - - 

Grand Total 1,961,095 4,726,240 345,155 831,823 3.42 

 
Table 45: Tabakoroni Transitional Ore Production (After Resolute). 
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Z 
Waste Ore 

Volume Tonnes Volume Tonnes Grade 

380.0 -> 390.0 - - - - - 

370.0 -> 380.0 - - - - - 

360.0 -> 370.0 - - - - - 

350.0 -> 360.0 - - - - - 

340.0 -> 350.0 - - - - - 

330.0 -> 340.0 1,875 4,856 - - - 

320.0 -> 330.0 32,426 83,982 12,574 32,568 5.14 

310.0 -> 320.0 72,307 187,275 30,818 79,819 5.13 

300.0 -> 310.0 92,170 238,720 16,580 42,942 4.11 

290.0 -> 300.0 98,127 254,149 16,248 42,082 2.93 

280.0 -> 290.0 79,923 207,002 19,452 50,379 3.47 

270.0 -> 280.0 35,282 91,379 32,218 83,446 4.74 

260.0 -> 270.0 2,327 6,027 7,048 18,254 3.90 

Grand Total 414,437 1,073,390 134,938 349,491 4.34 

 
Table 46: Tabakoroni Fresh Ore Production (After Resolute). 

 
The Tabakoroni pits are sited on and around agricultural lands and adjacent to the village 
of Tabakoroni and its surrounds. The site will be fenced to prevent inadvertent access by 
people and livestock and constructed in accordance with a minimum 500m radius from 
the pits to avoid the risk of fly rock from blasting. 
 
Site infrastructure for the project will consist of; 
 

 Finkolo JV mining office 
 Mining Contractor office Chop hut and kitchen with ablutions 
 Diesel generators to provide power for the site 
 Septic tanks 
 A bunded area for minor hydrocarbon storage 
 Lay down area for heavy vehicles 
 Pump and pipeline from the Bagoe river to service a turkeys nest for dust 

suppression 
 Spur pipeline to the Tabakoroni village and 50,000 litre steel tank to assist local 

agriculture 
 Additional housing if required at Syama  
 All servicing and refuelling of the mining fleet and site gensets will be done using 

a mobile service unit supplied from Syama. As a result a dedicated workshop, fuel 
farm and large hydrocarbon storage will not be required for the site. 
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The proposed site layout has a series of interconnecting haul roads designed to allow 
access from each pit to the waste dump and ROM pad for ore. Drainage issues will be 
managed using water diversion bunds using oxide waste from the mined pits (Figure 39). 
 

 
 

Figure 39: Proposed Tabakoroni Site Layout (After Resolute). 
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There is presently limited access between Syama and Tabakoroni with only 4WD 
vehicles and light truck access available.  It is planned to build a dedicated 20m wide 
haul road between Tabakoroni and Syama to permit road train haulage of Tabakoroni ore 
to Syama and access for mobile plant and personnel (Figure 40). 
 

 
 

Figure 40: Proposed Haul Road – Tabakoroni to Syama (After Resolute). 
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The stages involved in construction of this road are; 
 

 Clear and grub to 20m 
 Initial form and fill 
 Runoff drains 
 Create drainage forms at creeks, install culverts, backfill and sheet 
 Road sheeting as required 
 Final form 
 Road compaction 
 Install delineators and speed limit signage 
 Designated boom gated crossing point(s) for local inhabitants including stop 

signage and at major crossing guards (traffic controllers) will co-ordinate the flow 
of the traffic (haulage and local).  

 Warning signage both sides of haul road in three languages and pictorial. 
Meetings will be held for the villagers affected by the haul road to explain how 
the traffic will be regulated. 

 
New buildings will be erected onsite and will include supervisors’ and contractors’ 
office, a crib room, toilet/ablution block and septic system and an allowance for two 
houses for additional employees. These may be built at SOMISY Syama facility. Only 
minor earthworks are required for these buildings. 
 
A waste dump will be constructed to incorporate all on site waste generated from mining.  
The planned waste dump will have a holding capacity of 14M m3.  This storage capacity 
is ample to accommodate the 13.3 million BCM of waste that has been scheduled for the 
life of mine (Table 47). 
 

 Volume Swell LCM 

Oxide 7,753,611 1.30 10,079,694 

Transitional 1,961,095 1.35 2,647,478 

Fresh 414,437 1.45 600,934 

Totals 10,129,143 1.32 13,328,106 

 
Table 47: Tabakoroni Calculation of Waste Dump Volumes (After Resolute). 

 
The dump has been designed to blend into the existing contours to minimise visual 
disturbance and provide a long term stable landform, with the outer slopes to be 
rehabilitated. 
 
The dump will be built in 10m lifts with 5m berms and the maximum height of the dump 
will be 40m.  Upon completion of each lift the batter will be reduced to 20°. Where 
possible the surface of the batter will be sheeted with a layer of reclamation medium. 
Drainage structures are to be incorporated into the waste rock dump slope design. 
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The majority of the material for the waste rock dump will be oxide material from the pit 
with fresh rock applied in the latter stages of the dump to minimise erosion.  As topsoil in 
the region around the deposits is very limited, the weathered rock and laterite will be 
trialled for sheeting the surfaces of this dump and some of the old waste rock dumps used 
to provide growth medium for vegetation.  The weathered and laterite rock will be stored 
in smaller temporary dumps located close to the pit and possibly within the western waste 
rock dump foot print.  The waste rock dump will be progressively rehabilitated. 
 
The potential acid generation from the fresh pit rock is low to negligible due to the high 
carbonate content within the minimal sulphide material dumped. 
 
The low-grade stockpile is planned to be built within the perimeter of the ROM pad. 
 
Where possible the surface vegetation and the limited topsoil will be stockpiled for 
rehabilitation of waste rock dumps.  Stockpiles will be designated to be as close as 
practicable to the final perimeter of the waste rock dump for later use. 
 
Waste rock dumps would be graded to acceptable slopes to inhibit water erosion and 
channelling.  Storm water runoff would be controlled through the use of a drainage 
system to small catchment ponds or depressions to allow settlement of sediment. 
 
Water captured within the pit will be dewatered by pumping the water to the water 
storage dam adjacent to the pit. 
 
The resource drilling encountered no significant inflows of ground water.  
 
During mining operations any water that accumulates from natural seepage or from the 
annual rains will be pumped to the water storage (turkey’s nest) dam adjacent to the pit. 
This water will be used for dust suppression on the loading floors and haul roads. 
 
A drainage system is observed to run through the area identified for a ROM and office 
facilities. All precautions will be taken to ensure all surface water is diverted away from 
the area including bunding. Adequate in pit pumping will be maintained to ensure the pit 
does not become substantially flooded during the wet seasons.   
 
Additional 15m high bunding will be constructed from waste rock adjacent to the 
perimeter of the Tabakoroni village to minimize machinery noise. 
 
Acid base accounting studies using static acid-base accounting techniques were carried 
out by Finkolo JV and it was determined through these tests that acid generation from the 
waste rock units at Tabakoroni was not likely because of the high carbonate content of 
both the waste and ore rocks.  This indicates there is a low potential to form acid drainage 
due to a stoichiometric excess of carbonates. 
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Mining Method 
 
Mining at Tabakoroni is to employ a conventional drill, blast, load and haul cycle, 
engaging a mining contractor.  The mining fleet will consist of excavators, off highway 
dump trucks, rubber tyre wheel loaders and ancillary equipment.  Ore extraction will take 
place in day and night shift operations.  Mining will be undertaken on 5.0 metre benches 
with 2.5m flitches as digging height, with drilling and blasting to commence from the 
current surface.  The mining method proposed is well proven in the industry and is 
deemed to be appropriate for this type of operation.  
 
As part of the open pit design, a mining schedule for the Tabakoroni pits has been 
developed (Table 48).  
 

Mining Equipment Number 

RH120 Excavator 1 

RH40 Excavator 1 

Caterpillar 777 Dump Trucks (85 tonne) 5 

Caterpillar D9 Bulldozers 2 

Caterpillar 16M Graders 1 

Caterpillar 769D Water Cart 1 

Atlas Copco DM45P Drill 2 

Service trucks 1 

HIAB 1 

 
Table 48: Proposed Tabakoroni Mining Fleet (After Resolute). 

 
 
 
Mining equipment would be re-fuelled via a service truck from Syama with light vehicles 
re-fuelling at Syama. The Syama operations fuel farm is located adjacent to the mining 
contractor’s office and close to the primary crusher.  Total storage on site is 2 million 
litres and consists of ten bullets of 50,000 litres each and two tanks with a total volume of 
1.5 million litres.  The facility has a centrifuge and filter so that raw fuel delivered into 
one of the large tanks can be cleaned periodically and stored for use in the bullets. 
 
A facility for oils and greases is located adjacent to and immediately east of the fuel 
facility. 
 
Finkolo JV proposes to design blasts based on a bench height of 5 metres in ore and in 
waste.  The powder factors will range from approximately 0.15 to 0.90kg/BCM in the 
weathered and fresh (siliceous) respectively.  Consideration will be given to geotechnical 
information prior to implementing blast design based on a 5m-bench height.  Procedures 
will be consistent with the Malian Mining Regulations. 
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The explosives for mining at Tabakoroni will be sourced from the Syama operations and 
delivered on an as-required basis by a bulk emulsion vehicle.  The mining contractor is 
responsible for the supply and storage of the explosives and the explosives accessories.  
The explosives magazine area used by SOMISY is located 350m northeast of the Syama 
open pit. 
 
Reverse-circulation grade-control drilling will be carried out in advance of mining to 
delineate the ore.  Hole depth will be up to 20 metres, providing information for 4 ore 
benches below the current bench being mined.  Sampling of blast drill-hole cuttings will 
be used towards the latter part of the mine life when floor space is expected to become a 
problem.  The drill pattern size has been planned at 8m along strike and 4m across strike, 
with 1m sample intervals.  The holes will be inclined at 60 degrees to the west. 
 
Modelling of the grade control data prior to ore block delineation and mining will be 
carried out using geological mapping of the pit floor and conditional simulation software.  
Ore blocks will be defined using gold, sulphide and organic carbon values. 
 
The analytical services for the laboratory are to be sub contracted with the laboratory 
either being based onsite or offsite. Samples for grade control will be analysed for; 
 

 Gold using fire assay techniques, 
 Carbonate and Organic Carbon using the Leco or equivalent instrumentation, and 
 Sulphide using the Leco or equivalent instrumentation. 

 
Supervision of the mining operations will be carried out by SOMISY personnel based at 
the Syama operations. The mining contractor personnel will include shift bosses, 
excavator operators and mechanical fitters who are also based at the Syama operations. 
 
Mining and Treatment Schedule 
 
The date for commencement of a mine at Tabakoroni will be subject to a number of 
factors, namely; 
 

 The form of the exploitation arrangement 
 Environmental approvals 
 Government approvals 
 Availability of mining fleet 

 
A conservative estimate of excavation rates was applied to the pit with a range of 
390KBCM during the bulk oxide phase to 140Kbcm/month towards completion of the 
pit.  Based on these expectations the mine life is 36 months from the commencement of 
excavation (Table 49). 
 
Mining equipment would be serviced and re-fuelled from Syama.  Major servicing would 
be undertaken at Syama. 
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Period Yr1-Qtr1 Yr1-Qtr2 Yr1-Qtr3 Yr1-Qtr4 Yr2-Qtr1 Yr2-Qtr2 Yr2-Qtr3 Yr2-Qtr4 Yr3-Qtr1 Yr3-Qtr2 Yr3-Qtr3 Yr3-Qtr4 Total 

Material OX OX OX OX OX OX/TR OX/TR OX/TR OX/TR TR TR/FR FR 

Ore Mined(t) 102,429 138,132 165,404 186,396 194,689 220,059 217,118 240,243 246,220 212,244 199,830 293,747 2,416,511 

Au Grade(g/t) 1.95 2.03 1.97 2.31 2.43 3.10 3.24 3.65 3.75 3.47 3.04 3.85 3.05 

Waste Tonnes 2,390,852 2,355,906 2,276,276 2,144,586 2,080,315 1,980,515 1,873,892 1,831,746 1,735,405 1,617,776 1,284,616 665,402 22,237,287 

Total Tonnes 2,493,281 2,494,038 2,441,681 2,330,980 2,275,002 2,200,573 2,091,011 2,071,989 1,981,625 1,830,020 1,484,446 959,150 24,653,796 

BCM ore 48,315 65,157 77,981 87,501 91,250 99,330 96,976 103,710 104,204 88,780 82,184 117,342 1,062,730 

BCM waste 1,127,685 1,110,843 1,070,019 1,004,499 972,750 908,670 855,024 820,290 763,796 695,220 533,816 266,533 10,129,145 

TOTAL BCM 1,176,000 1,176,000 1,148,000 1,092,000 1,064,000 1,008,000 952,000 924,000 868,000 784,000 616,000 383,875 11,191,875 

 
Table 49: Tabakoroni Proposed Mining Schedule (After Resolute).
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This feasibility dictates that all ores mined at Tabakoroni will be hauled and treated at the 
Syama.  Material ore types and expected metallurgical recoveries through Syama facility 
are shown here in Table 50. 
 

Mined Ores Tonnes Grade % Volume Recovery Mill 

Oxides  1,235,194 2.44 51% 89% (CIL) 

Transitional 831,823 3.42 34% 89% (CIL) 

Fresh 349,491 4.34 14% 66% (Flotation, Roast-CIL) 

Total 2,416,508 3.05 100%  

 
Table 50: Tabakoroni Ores and Mill Recoveries (After Resolute). 

 
Tabakoroni will not support a stand-alone treatment facility and as such will need to be 
processed through the Syama plant.  Scheduling of the treatment of the Tabakoroni ores 
will be subject to an agreement to by the joint venture partners with SOMISY. 
 
The ore from Tabakoroni deposit will be trucked to Syama treated through the Syama 
processing plant.  The oxide and transition ores will only require treatment through the 
CIL circuit and the fresh material could be processed either via the flotation / roaster 
/calcine CIL circuit. 
 
As the treatment of the oxide and transition ores will require the flotation and roaster 
circuit to be shut down and the circuit reconfigured (bypassed) before processing of these 
ores in the CIL circuit.  The treatment of the Tabakoroni ore will either occur at the end 
of the treatment of the refractory ores or when the roaster requires major replacement of 
the refractories (bricks) and the circuit can be temporarily shut down and bypassed. 
 
The present ore-crushing and milling capacity at the Syama plant is 2.4Mtpa allowing the 
Tabakoroni ore to be processed comfortably over the 36 month mine life with little 
stockpiled ore at the completion of mining. 
 
Rehabilitation 
 
It is Resolute’s intention, as Manager of Finkolo JV, to operate the Finkolo Mine Project 
to the same environmental standards as at its existing and previous operations in Syama 
Tanzania, Ghana and Western Australia.  This will include progressive rehabilitation of 
waste dumps and disturbed areas, water quality and tailing monitoring.  Annual reporting 
to the appropriate authority in Mali on the site’s environmental performance is planned.  
A formal Environmental Management System in line with international standards will be 
developed for the project. 
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The open pit would be rehabilitated as follows; 
 

 Construction of an earth berm around the perimeter of the pit to deny inadvertent 
access to the high wall areas and to control runoff, 

 Allowing controlled (ramps) access to the pit for livestock drinking purposes, 
 Erosion control measures, as required, 
 Establishment of vegetation on selected flat areas, 
 Allowance for a short period of maintenance  to ensure the controlled runoff, 

erosion measures are working as planned and the vegetation has the re-established 
itself in the planted areas. 

 
Environmental Considerations 
 
As part of the development of the Feasibility and Environmental Impact Assessment 
study (“EIA”) an environmental baseline study of vegetation, soils, land use and wildlife 
was undertaken in 2007. In conjunction with this study, an Archaeological and Socio- 
Economic study was undertaken by Institut des Sciences Humaines. 
 
In addition to the above studies Resolute and Etruscan have undertaken several 
environmental and community impact and environmental monitoring requirements 
related to the mine site and the haul road proposed between Tabakoroni and Syama. The 
haul road will be utilised to cart ore to the Syama processing plant and for mine personnel 
to travel between the sites. 
 
The environmental, socio-economic, archaeological and impact studies reports related to 
the feasibility study are; 
 

 Environmental Impact Study in the Finkolo Area-Archaeological Research and 
Sociological Study ( Institut des Sciences Humaines 2008) 

 Base Study Report, Biology, Vegetation Mapping, Flora and Fauna, Finkolo 
Area, Mali(Traoré and Tounkara, 2007) 

 Results of Acid-Base Accounting of 7 drill chip samples from the Tabakoroni 
Deposit, Etruscan JV, Mali, West Africa.  (EIGG, 2009) 

 Elements of Environmental Importance in Waste Rock Samples from the 
Tabakoroni Deposit, Etruscan JV, Mali, West Africa (EIGG, 2009) 

 SOMISY Feasibility Study Sulphide Concentrate (Resolute Mining Limited, 
2005) 

 
The studies in conjunction with the EIA, as required for new projects (Decree N003594 
of 31 December 2003), will be used to develop the site’s Environmental Management 
Program and Closure Plan. In undertaking this process the company will ensure that a 
robust environmental management program is developed, under the guidance of an 
environmental management system. 
 
The district of Fourou, where Tabakoroni is located, has several water courses, the largest 
of which are the Bagoé and the Banifin.  These more or less permanent water courses are 
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fed during the rainy season by intermittent streams.  The most notable pools are the ones 
at Lollé and Dièou.  The rainfall recorded by the technical divisions is close to 1,500 mm 
per year.  The Bagoé River is located west of the permit and to the north and south the 
permit is bordered by lower-order rivers the Loubouha and Loffon respectively. 
There are numerous bores which, despite still being insufficient, nevertheless provide a 
better potable water supply for the populations. 
 
The Finkolo exploration permit is located in the transition zone between the savannah 
and the dry forests to the south. 
 
The plant cover is of the wooded savannah type and dominated by herbaceous species 
such as Andropogon sp., Casia nigrigan, and large trees which here and there form green 
belts along the water courses. The dominant ligneous species are; néré (Parkia biglobosa), 
karité (Butyrospermum parkii or Vitellaria paradoxa) or locingi (Sénoufo) or shii 
(Bamanan), cebi (Sénoufo) or lèngè (Bamanan) (Afzelia africana), suricingi (Sénoufo) or 
sana (Bamanan) (Daniella oliveri), wòjingi (Sénoufo) or taba (Bamanan) (Pseudocedrela 
kotschyi), tagbabi, tabi (Sénoufo) or shò (Bamanan) (Isoberlinia doka), dashangi 
(Sénoufo) or toro (Bamanan) (Ficus gnaphalocarpa), namishèelè, turugi (Sénoufo) or 
n’goro, n’tirigi (Bamanan) (Dichrostachys glomerata), sidaragi (Sénoufo) or bunbu 
(Bamanan) (Bombax costatum), kòshangi (Sénoufo) or ntomi (Bamanan) (Tamarindus 
indica), caïlcédrat (Kaya senegalensis) or wèlègi (Sénoufo) or jala (Bamanan), baobab 
(Andosonia digitata) or shangi (Sénoufo) or sira (Bamanan), danhancingi (Sénoufo) or 
mingò (Bamanan) (Sondias mondin), Anogeisus leiocarpus, Ceiba pentandra, Pteocarpus 
lucens, Pterocarpus erinaceus, Spondias mombin, Cussonia aborea, Combretum sp., 
Acacia sp., Ficus sp., Guiera senegalensis and Vitex chrysocarpa (ISH 2007). 
 
The domesticated species are primarily: mango, lemon, orange, pawpaw, neem, 
eucalyptus, acacia and teak. 
 
While the fauna was once abundant and varied, the current fauna in the study area is poor 
and reduced to small-sized animals, the most numerous of which are rodents, birds, 
batrachians and reptiles.  There are also does, monkeys, warthogs, guinea fowl and 
partridges, as well as a large insect population. 
 
According to information collected from hunters, a few elephants, antelopes and 
hippopotamuses still live on a sporadic basis in the region. The ecological habitats of the 
fauna can be sub-divided into the following main zones; open forests, rupicolous forests, 
hill tops, and river areas (Traore and Tounkara 2007). 
 
The open forests are relatively undisturbed natural formations which still preserve a great 
diversity of flora. The trees are generally large in size and the aerial cover is dense 
(approximately 80 to 90% in some places). Most of the fauna find refuge in these pockets 
of primary forests: antelopes, monkeys, pythons, cobras and various forest birds. These 
forests are found on some hill tops. 
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Rupicolous forests extend along the water courses as a band of vegetation of variable 
width with a more or less closed cover and with species that are particularly adapted to 
the permanent or temporary presence of water. The border of these forests, with the rest 
of the savannah, forms an ecozone which is very interesting with respect to biological 
diversity. They are the home of Western bushbucks, monitors, pythons and various 
snakes, and crocodiles. These formations are areas where birds and reptiles are really 
concentrated, and form corridors between the Permit range and the Bagoé River. 
 

Hill tops, on the north-south axis of the Permit, in particular in the central part, there are 
hills and rocky escarpments. These components of the relief form advantageous sites for 
the area’s small fauna which use them as centres from which they journey outwards and 
as refuge areas.  Monkeys and small antelopes are mainly involved. 
 

The Bagoé River is east and south of the Permit and is favoured by monkeys, warthogs, 
large reptiles and birds.  The elephant migration corridor apparently also passes through 
these areas. 
 

The area surrounding the mining project is within the arrondissement of Fourou, was 
formed in 1960 and was set up as a rural commune by law no.  96-059 dated 04/11/96.  
Fourou rural commune is located in the western part of Kadiolo circle and covers a 
surface area of 1,400 km² and consists of 23 villages (Fourou, Lassiribougou, Louguelé, 
Noumoularma, Bala, Ouatialy, N’Golpéné, Galamakourou, Sindi, Kambérégué, 
Katiorini, Gouéné, Finkolo, Tambleni, Dièou, Bananso, Piama, Syama, Fougouélé, 
Torokoro, Lollè, Baloulou, Glambéré and five agricultural hamlets (Kapalaka, 
Tabakoroni, Alhamoudoulaye, Zèguèrè, Naziédougou and Nigolasso). The population of 
the area is 23,496 inhabitants, mainly Sénoufo people who are in the majority, plus 
Samogo, Bamabara and Peulh people (ISH 2008). The administrative centre of Fourou 
rural commune is the town of Fourou approximately 25km north of the project. 
 
The villages and hamlets in the area of the permit or people who may be impacted by the 
operations are; Tabakoroni, Finkolo, Torokoro, Sindi, Fougouélé, Galamakourou, 
Alhamoudoulaye, Zèguèrè, Naziédougou and Nigolasso. 
 

The population in the area consists of various ethnic groups or communities who have 
more or less similar lifestyles. The main activities which are conducted there relate 
mainly to agriculture, animal husbandry and trade. These rural societies are familiar with 
forms of organisation based on the village, formed of one or several neighbourhoods 
which in turn consist of families. The village populations live as a community. The type 
of socio-political organisation in the villages is governed by various forms of 
chieftainships.  In each of the villages there is a customary chief and/or an administrative 
chief.   
 

The first ethnic groups to occupy the land were the Sénoufo and the Samogo. Syama, 
Katiorni, Galamakourou and Bananso appear to have been the first villages set up in the 
area.  These are all, in addition to Ouatialy and Fourou, former war villages. The 
community surrounding the Project is ethnically diverse. The majority of the people are 
from the Senoufo tribe but other tribes include the cattle-herding Fulani, the Bambara, 
Minianga and the Malinke. As a result of the Syama mine, immigration to Fourou 
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occurred from the other regions of Mali, Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana. The majority of people 
surrounding the project area are Muslims with a few Catholics and Protestants. Animism 
is still practised but appears to be disappearing amongst the local communities. 
 
The land around the villages is mainly used for cropping and other agricultural activities 
such as cattle husbandry. Crops include rice, millet, sorghum, maize, groundnut and 
cotton (the main cash crop). 
 
Wells, many of them installed by the previous project operators, provide the main source 
of water for the villages for drinking and cooking purposes. River waters are used for 
bathing, laundry, stock watering, fishing, drinking and cooking water. There is also some 
pumping of river waters for gardening. Tabakoroni is not located on the river and thus 
experiences water shortages, particularly during the dry season. 
 
During the public consultation, some negative impacts of the projects were highlighted, 
but the majority of the people welcomed the development of the project as they saw 
many potential benefits. Whilst the mine may disrupt the activities of the inhabitants of 
the surrounding area, employment opportunities and the improvement of local 
infrastructure (health and education) are considered positive aspects of the mining 
project. 
 
Project Emissions 
 
Table 51 illustrates the possible types and sources of emissions that could be expected 
from the Syama Project. The issues relevant to each source are identified in general terms 
below and discussed in appropriate detail by type in the following sub-sections. 
 

Emission Type Potential Source Likelihood Area of Impact 

Gaseous 

Roaster High Syama 

Power generation High Syama , Tabakoroni 

Vehicle exhausts High Tabakoroni 

Airborne particulates 

Crushing and screening Moderate Syama 

Roaster High Syama 

Power generation Low Syama , Tabakoroni 

Mine operations Low Tabakoroni 

Process water Process operations Low Syama 

Acid Mine Drainage  Low Tabakoroni 

Noise 

Roaster Low Syama 

Power generation Low Syama , Tabakoroni 

Mine operations Moderate Tabakoroni 

 
Table 51: Tabakoroni Emission Categories (After Resolute). 
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The high likelihood of gaseous emissions reflects the unavoidable consequence of the 
nature of the operations for mining and processing in particular refractory ore, which 
either burn liquid fuel in the cases of power generation and vehicular activity, or relies on 
heated air or gases as in the case of the roaster. 
 
The project has been divided into two areas of operating; 
 

 Tabakoroni mine and haul road to the Syama processing plant. 
 Syama processing plant. 

 
The environmental issues of processing ore at the SOMISY Syama processing plant have 
been presented in the feasibility and EIA documentation submitted by SOMISY for re-
opening their operations. 
 
The Finkolo exploration permit mining company will engage SOMISY to have its 
Environmental Department administer the environmental management and monitoring 
programme formulated for the operation. 
 
One of the primary roles of the department will be to ensure that the requirements of the 
Resolute Environmental Policy and the legally required environmental management 
obligations are fulfilled for the entire operation. 
This will be achieved by; 
 

 Setting high standards of environmental protection and management. 
 Exceeding statutory obligations and standards. 
 Managing, monitoring and protecting the environment, and reporting to the 

Malian government annually and as required. 
 
The Environmental Management System (“EMS”) at Tabakoroni will be based on the 
practices and experience gained at SOMISY’s Syama operation. It is the intention to 
develop and implement an EMS consistent with the standards in the ISO 14000 series for 
environmental management. The EMS will guide and ensure continuous improvement of 
the environmental management and monitoring programmes. Resolute are successfully 
implementing environmental management systems and closure protocols at its Tanzania 
operation and has successfully completed a closure programme for its former operations 
in Ghana. 
 
Monitoring of the environment will involve assessment of meteorology, air quality, water 
quality (surface water and groundwater), hydrogeology, waste rock geochemistry, 
vegetation, fauna and rehabilitation. 
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Operating Philosophy 
 
The management of the project is based upon the following fundamentals; 
 

 All policy and budgetary/financial control decisions will be made through the 
Manager on behalf of Tabakoroni as provided for in the Management Agreement,  

 During the development phase the Manager will be represented at the Tabakoroni 
site by key employees supplemented by specialist supervisory contractors who 
will be responsible for a number of “packages”.  The senior Tabakoroni Manager 
on site will be responsible to the General Manager and will manage the 
Contractor with the authority of the Committee and the Board of Tabakoroni, 

 In the Operations phase key senior personnel of Tabakoroni will be seconded to 
manage the project.  Where possible these personnel will have operating 
experience in gold mining in Africa.  Certain positions where the appropriate 
experience is not available to the Manager will be recruited externally, 

 Appropriately qualified senior and junior Malian staff will be recruited to 
undertake specialist activities. 

 

Overall control of the development of Tabakoroni will come under the General Manager 
Operations who will report to the Board via a Project Review Committee. 
 

It is proposed that a project management team is established to control the redevelopment 
of the Tabakoroni project and will consist of the following personnel; 
 

 Allan King, General Manager Operations 
 Guy Simpson, Project Manager 
 Syama based TBA, Logistics Coordinator 
 Syama based TBA, Construction Supervisor 
 TBA, Mining Contractor Representative 

 

The build-up of operational positions will occur during the development phase. The 
Operations Manager will be the operations manager from the Syama operation and is 
likely to commence within 3 months of the time the project receives approval by the 
Board so that he can commence recruiting key operational positions so training can 
commence in selected areas. 
 

The main supervisory positions, both Malian and expatriate will need to be in place three 
months prior to start-up. It has been recommended that these key positions be exposed to 
Syama mine site to train them in management systems and to facilitate additional 
language skills. 
 

The structure contemplates an Operations Manager on site between Tabakoroni and 
Syama supported by senior managers or superintendents in mining that have experience 
themselves in managing an equivalent sized operation. This will provide sufficient 
Management expertise to enable suitable coverage when the Operations Manager is off 
site. 
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The Tabakoroni project operational structure will comprise eight departments, Mining, 
Security, OH&S, Environment and Community Development, each reporting to the 
Operations Manager. 
 

Some of the departments will have responsibility for other functions on the mine 
including; 
 

 Mining will also be responsible for geology where it relates to the operation, 
rehabilitation and grade control, 

 OH&S will also be responsible for training and medical, 
 Sub contracted activities will include camp services (cleaning, catering and 

laundry) and analytical laboratory services. 
 

The Tabakoroni Operations will report through the Operations Manager to Tabakoroni’s 
General Manager of Operations in Perth. 
 

An office will be established in Bamako to support Tabakoroni logistics, accounting and 
Government liaison and to coordinate travel and visas. A multilingual General Manager 
is to be appointed to manage the office and represent with the Government, its 
departments as well as supply and service providers to the Project. 
 

As there is a requirement to present accounts under the West African SYSCOA system as 
well as for consolidation into the Group’s Australian accounts a suitably qualified a 
senior account will also be located in Bamako. 
 

The Tabakoroni Operations Manager will be nominated to the DNGM as the Registered 
Mine Manager.  In his absence, the Mining, Process or Administration Manager will 
deputize in this role. 
 

While the mining contractor is expected to locate a certificated Quarry Manager on site to 
run pit operations, it is envisaged that the Mining Manager will hold similar 
qualifications acceptable to the DNGM (and equivalent to the appropriate Australian 
Statutory body). 
 

The Management is required to meet certain obligations under the Malian Mining Code 
1999 in respect of OH&S. Tabakoroni commits itself to providing a working 
environment where the risks inherent in mining operations are minimised through 
management focus and employee education and training. 
 

Responsibility for training programs, safety inductions and first aid rests with the OH&S 
Manager, however workplace responsibility for maintaining safe working procedures and 
appropriate attitudes shall remain with line superintendents and supervisors. 
 

A formal Safety and Health Management System will be implemented.  The system 
provides for all aspects of safety management through a series of key standards, in which 
the workforce will be educated.  The system includes safety audits as a key means of 
safety implementation and will be instituted by department managers. The audit results 
will provide constructive feedback to the managers and workforce on matters requiring 
attention. 
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A mines rescue team will be established at the mine, with personnel drawn from both 
contractor and Tabakoroni personnel to deal with emergency response conditions. The 
team will be trained to attend to life threatening situations, which may arise in the project 
area, with particular emphasis on heavy and light vehicle accidents. 
 

As Tabakoroni is remote and suitable hospital facilities for major trauma are located only 
in Bamako all serious injuries or other conditions will be dealt with by calling on the 
company’s emergency evacuation provider for medical evacuation by aircraft from the 
Syama airstrip.  In the case of minor injuries the resident medical team will deal with 
these at the Syama site clinic. 
 
Taxes, Duties and Royalties 
 
Corporations holding authorizations and permits in Mali are subject to certain taxes and 
fees, which include the following; 
 

 A fixed fee for issuing of a mining permit regardless of surface area: CFA 
1,500,000, 

 An annual surface fee of CFA 100,000 per square kilometre, 
 A Special Tax on Certain Goods (royalty), including gold sales, at a rate of 3% of 

the turnover before tax, 
 A business profits income tax at the rate of 35%, but there is no tax holiday. In 

addition should the entity incur a loss it will be expected to pay a minimum tax 
based on annual sales of 0.75%, 

 Withholding tax, under this Code companies are obliged to withhold 17.5% tax on 
payments made for services rendered by 3rd parties who are not registered as 
taxpayers in Mali. Thus if this tax were applicable to SOMISY, and as an example 
Resolute Perth Office invoiced SOMISY for services rendered on its behalf in 
Perth, then SOMISY would be required to withhold 17.5% tax and pay the net 
amount to Resolute, 

 Value added tax (“VAT”) of 18% on operations. The holder of the mining permit 
is exempt from payment of this tax from the commencement of construction until 
three years from commencement of production, 

 Duties collected on importation (PVI and RS), 
 The Standard Contribution of Employers (“CFE”) based on the rate in force 

(varies but is now 7.0%). CFE is based on the total amount of the gross 
remuneration packages, salaries, wages, bonuses and indemnities not tax 
exempted by any legal or statutory text and the allocated benefits due in kind to 
employees, including expatriate employees, 

 Social security charges (INPS) and contributions that are payable for employees 
as prescribed. Currently 20.4%, 

 Tax on salaries and wages due by employees according to the regulations, 
 Professional training levy (0.5%), 
 Housing tax. 
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The tax regime applicable to mining companies subject to the mining code enacted in 
1999 is contained in articles 102-113 (not withstanding terms and provisions of relevant 
Establishment Convention). 
 

As soon as a mining permit is assigned, the holder of a research permit or a license for 
prospecting will initiate procedures as to create a registered company under Mali law, in 
which, the State shall take 10% share free of all costs. This share is at no time subject to 
dilution, in particular in case of share capital increase or reduction. 
 

The State reserves the right to exercise its acquisition option of an additional 10% 
maximum interest to be paid in cash in the capital of the company. The State is reserved 
priority dividends in case of dividend distribution. 
 
Namakan Damfing KEITA is entitled to a 2% net smelter return interest following the 
grant of any exploitation permit and the creation of any exploitation company. 
 
Capital Cost Estimates 
 
A detailed assessment of the pre-production costs of site infrastructure and a new haul 
road to Syama was undertaken (Table 52). 
 

Activity Total 

Siteworks 18,200 

Site Buildings 178,469 

Power 55,256 

Water Supply from Bagoe 258,688 

Fuel Farm 0 

Security Fencing 123,789 

Syama Haul Road 749,486 

General Freight 54,751 

Subtotal Capital 1,438,641 

Contingency 15% 215,796 

 
Table 52: Tabakoroni Pre-Production Expenditure Estimates (After Resolute). 

  
The estimated capital costs include; 
 

 Site Works include clearing and levelling an area for buildings, 
 Site buildings include mine and contractor offices and chop hut, 
 Power is the provision and cabling of a 110Kva generator and lighting, 
 Bagoe water supply is inclusive of a submersible pump and generator located to 

the south at the Bagoe River. In addition it is planned to provide a spur line and 
50,000l water tank to the Tabakoroni village to assist with irrigation, 
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 Security fencing is the provision of chain link fencing and gates to ensure 
inadvertent access to the site by people and livestock, 

 The planned haul road will be 20m wide and will take sizeable earthworks and, 
drainage and road sheeting to complete. An allowance of $US250K has been for 
any potential compensation requirements for lost cropping, etc., 

 An allowance for sea and overland freight of capital items has been allowed, 
 Contingency of 15% was considered satisfactory. 

 
The total capital cost estimate is $US 1,654,437. 
 
Operating Cost Estimates 
 
The operating cost has been developed from information provided by Resolute and is 
described below. An overall summary of the operating costs for a throughput of 2.4 Mtpa 
is given in Table 53 as at 3rd quarter 2009, presented in US Dollars. 
 

Cost Centre 
Tabakoroni Operating Costs 

US$/Year Cost Centre 

Mining, Geology and Environmental 

Ore Mining 2,046,718 2.54 

Waste Mining 17,727,169 22.01 

Grade Control 768,619 0.95 

Supervision 1,126,880 1.40 

Surface Haulage 4,108,064 5.10 

Sub Total - Mining $25,777,450 32.00 

Process Plant 

Processing 10,646,036 13.22 

Toll Charges 8,055,027 10.00 

Sub Total - Process $18,701,063 23.22 

General and Administration 

G&A 3,142,435 3.90 

Sub Total - G&A $3,142,435 3.90 

Royalty +NSR Payments 

Royalty +NSR (3% Malian Government , 2% NSR to N.D 
Keita) 9,051,192 3.75 

Sub Total – Royalty +NSR 9,051,192 3.75 

TOTAL $56,672,140 62.87 

Note: Excludes Corporate costs.  All data in annual $ or per tonne milled unless otherwise stated 

 
Table 53: Summary of Project Operating Costs (After Resolute). 
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The basis of the operating cost estimates is the known equivalent operating costs at the 
Syama mine for processing and supervision and quoted mining costs from Mining 
Contractor PW International.  This estimate is based on the treatment of oxide and 
sulphide type ore and takes the following into account; 
 

 The processing of all ores from Tabakoroni will be undertaken at the Syama 
treatment facility, 

 The processing plant has been specified to treat 2.4 Mtpa of ore, 
 Labour numbers are based on a detailed manning structure.  Rates for Malian 

labour have been derived from the published grading rates previously used at the 
site in 2001 escalated to 2004 and then associated statutory and employment 
allowances on-costs added.  Rates for expatriate labour have been based on 
Syama based personnel and the mining companies forecast cost structure for such 
employees, 

 Infrastructure and site facilities have been based on quoted pricing with the 
addition of estimated or quoted freight and duties, 

 Diesel fuel costs have been based on the current in-country purchase price of 
$US1.00/litre, 

 General and Administration (G&A) costs have been based on data extrapolated 
from the Syama operation.  Adjustments to this base have been made by the 
Mining Company to suit the Tabakoroni site. Additionally the Syama specific 
labour, air transport, insurance, power and light vehicle expenditures have been 
incorporated into the G&A part of the estimate, 

 Mining costs have been supplied by the Mining Company as an all inclusive 
$/tonne milled figure representing an average over the life of the pit.  A mining 
contract portion was extracted from this by excluding the Mining Company 
specific labour, grade control, surface haulage and environmental components, 

 Airfares and site accommodation are included in the Mining Company labour 
costs. 

 
A labour structure will be developed by the Mining Company and will be based on a 
locally resident Malian work force supplemented by expatriates in senior management, 
technical and supervisory roles. 
 
Costs for expatriate roles have been based on a base salary for the Australian equivalent 
role.  To this the Mining Company has added a “hardship allowance” of 22%, and on cost 
factor of 40% to cover insurance, medical and Malian tax. R&R flights for site based 
expatriates and single status accommodation costs of per person are included in the 
estimate. 
Additional technical support will be provided by the Mining Company’s Perth-based 
team and external consultants to be engaged by the Mining Company.  These costs are 
included in the Mining Company estimate of mining costs. 
 
Mining shift labour will operate on an 8 hour continuous rotating shift roster. Expatriates 
and supervisors will work a 12 hr day 6 days a week. Labour numbers have been selected 
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to minimise the need for overtime and provide sufficient site-based back up for personnel 
when off site. 
 
Given the current operations at Syama it is expected that a number of experienced and 
skilled personnel will be available for multi-tasking between Syama and Tabakoroni.  
Expatriates based at Syama will manage the individual departments and provide 
leadership roles in technology and supervision aspects of the operating mine. 
 
Additional expatriate and Malian personnel will naturally be required to supervise the 
Tabakoroni deposit over and above those employed at Syama. All personnel will be 
employed early enough to allow completion of initial training prior to commissioning.  
 
The Malian labour requirements have been built up from the establishment list provided 
by the Mining Company.  Each role has been classified by category and sub-category. 
The 2001 sub category base pay rates that were in use on site are based on the 
government publications with a significant site loading. These site rates have then been 
indexed by +10% to establish an average base rate per sub category.  The indexing results 
in an average base pay level being between “D” and “E” of the third category in the 
labour rates table, the scale is from “A” through to “Q”.  This represents a recruitment 
policy that monetarily recognizes some degree of previous experience at each grading 
level.  These new 2001 average base salary rates have then been escalated by 3% p.a. for 
3 years. No government directed increase in rates has been declared in Mali since the 
2001 rates were struck. 
 

The following loadings as expenses to the employer have been added to the base salary; 
 

 Solidarity / Responsibility of 10%, 
 Social Security Tax (QPPINPS) at 20.4%, 
 Fixed medical allowance of $US30 per month, 
 Daily chop allowance of US$1.31 when on site, 
 Housing allowance of CFA Franc 35,000 per month, 
 CF tax at 7% of the base salary plus solidarity plus housing allowances. 

 

Mining will be undertaken by a contract mining company.  The contract will provide for 
a delivery of 2.4M tonnes of ore to the ROM stockpile with an average grade of 3.05g/t 
of gold. 
 

Budget mining costs were provided by PW Mining following receipt and assessment of 
the preliminary optimisation and design work undertaken by Resolute. The submission 
was based on a fixed and variable arrangement. 
Waste mining costs were built up using the PW load and haul rates and estimated drill 
and blast costs from Syama Contract rates with 15% escalation applied for drill rig 
transport. Also included in the costs were allowances for; 
 

 Pit Dewatering 
 Geotechnical 
 Dump rehabilitation; and 
 General Dayworks 
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Ore mining costs were again built up using the PW load and haul rates with an additional 
allowance as per Syama escalation for slower digging under supervision. Administration 
was based on the Syama 2009 budget year at $US4.36/tonne. It should be noted however 
that should any ore feed from Tabakoroni be in addition to Syama ore feed then this value 
may be reduced due to scale. Supervision, consumables and grade control were based on 
Syama owner costs. 
 
It is estimated that the final haul route from Tabakoroni to Syama would be in the order 
of 33kms. A cost of $US 0.17/TKM was allowed based on $US1.00/litre for diesel. This 
results in an additional cost of $5.10/tonne. An allowance of 25% for rehandling of 
stockpiled ore to the crusher was also included in accordance with the existing Syama 
Contract. 
 
PW estimated the amount of fuel for the works based on 11.2MBCM over 3 years. The 
unit mining rates were used to help build up the total operating costs for the Whittle 
optimisation. 
 
Oxide processing was applied at $US13/tonne, transition $US15/tonne at and sulphide 
processing via roaster at $US22/tonne. 
 
The processing plant operating cost estimate includes only direct costs associated with 
the project to allow the production of gold bullion.  The estimate is exclusive of other 
costs associated within the project, including; 
 

 Mining costs, overland haulage and delivery of ore into the ROM bin at the 
crusher station, 

 Tailings disposal, including dam lifts, 
 Rehabilitation (Environmental monitoring and nursery labour included in mining 

costs labour or other), 
 Bullion refining and doré transport additional to that included in Treatment Costs, 
 Corporate overheads, 
 Royalties, 
 Corporate tax, 
 Insurances, 
 Contingency. 

 
For the purposes if this feasibility study, it has been assumed that the Mining Company 
would be exempted from taxation for the life of mine or 3 years. Determination of the 
duties payable is calculated by applying the duties against the depreciable value of each 
item of plant in each year of operation. The expected duties payable at the completion of 
the Exoneration period are as shown in Table 54. 
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Duty Description Amount Rebate 

Customs Duty Import Duty 5.0% to 20% No 

West African statistical levy West African Union 1.0% No 

West African monetary union levy West African Union 0.5% No 

West African monetary union levy West African Union 1.0% No 

Account sur Divers Imports et Tax  3.0% Yes 

VAT Value Added Tax 18.0% Yes 

 
Table 54: Summary of Project Taxes (After Resolute). 

 
A total of US$0.1M per annum has been included for insurance based on an estimate 
obtained by the Mining Company for the Tabakoroni operation.  The coverage includes; 
 

 Industrial special risk, 
 Political risk, 
 General insurances, 
 Expatriate medical cover, 
 Medical evacuation, 
 Salary continuation. 

 
Project Economics 
 
The project economics are based on the rate of mining achievable for the size of the open 
pits and the most appropriate equipment sized to mine these pits. The annual rate of 
mining commences at 8.6 Mtpa decreasing to 6.2 Mtpa in the final year of the mining 
operation. The ore mined commences in the initial year at 0.5 Mtpa and in the final year 
is 0.85 Mtpa. The economic analysis in this Section is based on the schedule developed 
from open pit design Taba_July09 and toll treatment of the ore at the SOMISY Syama 
plant. This design contains 2.4 million tonnes grading 3.05g/t (237,000 ounces) and a 
strip ratio of 9.53. 
 
It is planned to schedule construction of the haul road and site facilities for mid 2013. 
This will allow the negotiating of project finance and reaching agreements with 
companies providing services for the mining operation and a toll treating agreement with 
SOMISY for treating the ore through their process plant. 
 
Included with the estimated mining, processing and capital costs in the financial 
evaluation is the US$1.5million to be paid to the Government of Mali, as per article 16 in 
the convention agreement with the State. This amount is related to the prior expenditures 
attributed to the State activities for research or prospecting within the permit area. 
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Resolute, based on their experience at Syama, have assessed the exposure to currency for 
the various operating costs and determined the following breakdown of currency based 
on country of origin or proposed pricing; 
 

 CFAF 56% 
 US$ 30% 
 AUD$ 10% 
 EURO 2% 
 Other 2% 

 

It should be noted that the CFAF is tied to the EURO at a rate of 656 CFAF to the 
EURO. 
 

The major costs that can impact on the project are contract mining rates, diesel fuel and 
the toll treatment fee. 
 

Contract mining rates provided by PW Mining included mobilizing another mining fleet 
to Mali for the Tabakoroni project. The operating and mobilization/demobilization rates 
could be reduced by realizing synergies between the two sites by PW Mining , or another 
operator providing lower rates. 
 

Presently diesel fuel is transported more than 1,000km from Lomé in Togo or Cotonou in 
Benin. Until 2002 all fuel for southern Mali was sourced from Abidjan in Côte d’Ivoire 
or from the storage facility at Bouaké in northern Côte d’Ivoire this has changed due to 
hostilities within that country. Fuel prices landed at Syama are around US$1.00 per litre 
(tax and duty free) as of September 2009. At these prices power represents more than 
30% of the total operating costs. 
 

An alternative to diesel is grid power from Côte d’Ivoire. When this becomes available 
the power costs could be reduced by up to 50%. This would improve the economics of 
the project and possibly result in additional ounces by expansion of the open pits. 
  
To treat Tabakoroni ore at Syama the mining company will incur payment to SOMINY 
for processing costs, administration costs related to the processing of the ore and the toll 
treatment fee. The fee is a charge for usage of the SOMISY processing plant.  The toll 
treatment charge has been estimated at US$10/t by Resolute.  A formal agreement and a 
negotiated toll rate will be entered into after the formation of the new mining company. 
 

Metallurgical recoveries vary according to ore type and are summarized in Table 55.  The 
initial ore to be mined will be from the oxide zone and towards the end of the mine life 
from the fresh/sulphide zone. 
 

Ore Type Overall Recovery (%) Recovery Process 

Oxide 89 Gravity CIL 

Transition 89 Gravity CIL 

Fresh 65.6 Float-Roast-CIL 

 

Table 55: Overall Metallurgical Recoveries by Ore Types (After Resolute). 
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The economic models analyzed for the Tabakoroni deposit are shown in Table 56. The 
option selected for mining and milling of the Tabakoroni deposit is Option 1, Base Case 
Model.  The options of onsite processing (CIL or Heap leach) will lose money. 
 

Options at $900/oz 
Recovered gold / 

Value 
Capex 
US$M 

Opex  
US$M 

Royalty 
(3%) 

Taxes 
Direct+ 
indirect 

$/M 

Cash flow including 
Capex US$/M 

1: Base case¹ 

Treatment of ore at 
Syama 

199,860ozs /  
US$179.7M 

1.7 142.9 5.4 
6.6 
+ 

7.34 
16.98 

2: On Site Processing² 

2A: 1.5Mtpa Oxide or 
1.0Mtpa Sulphide 

159,000ozs /  
US$179.7M 

147.8 97.0 4.2 - (64) 

2B: 1.0Mtpa Oxide or 
0.7Mtpa Sulphide 

130,000ozs³/   
US$117M  

117.6 81.0 3.5 - (40) 

2C: 0.5Mtpa Oxide or 
0.35Mtpa Sulphide 

99,300ozs³ / 
US$89.4 M 

80.2 65.4 2.7 - (29) 

2D: 0.5Mtpa Oxide Heap 
Leach only 

121,120ozs / 
US$109M 

14.8 21.3 3.3 1.0 (2.1) 

Note: ¹ All ore processed at Syama  
² Sulphide= Flotation only with concentrate processed at Syama  

 ³ Optimizations carried out on higher operating costs, hence lower ounces mined and recovered 
 4 Taxes related to processing at SOMISY Syama and taxes on suppliers providing services 
 

Table 56: Processing Options for the Tabakoroni Deposit (After Resolute). 
 

Base Case Model– Treatment of Ore at Syama (SOMISY) 
 
The Base Case model incorporates the terms of the Mining Code 1999 (No 99-032/P-RM 
August 19, 1999) of the Republic of Mali. The main impact of the Mining Code is to 
provide relief for certain taxes and duties, to allow import of capital goods free of duties 
and provide certain rights in terms of employment, training and employment for 
expatriates and Malian nationals. 
 
As a result of the capital expenditures, exploration activities since inception of the 
Finkolo project, the company has retained losses in excess of US$10.2 million, which can 
be offset against profits. 
 
Whilst the company is in the process of negotiating new fiscal arrangements with the 
Government, which it hopes will deliver some additional concessions, the existing 
Convention is the basis for the Base Case economic analysis. 
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The following parameters have been used in the Base Case analysis; 
 

 Schedule developed from open pit design Taba_July09 with reserves of 2.4 
million tonnes grading 3.05g/t (237,000 ounces) and a strip ratio of 9.53. 

 The toll treatment of the ore at SOMISY’s Syama plant at US$10/t, 
 Capital of US1.44 million, which is summarised in Table 49, but excludes the 

mobilisation/demobilisation and establishment costs of the mining contractor. 
These costs have been included as operating costs in this model, 

 Operating costs as per Table 50, 
 Metallurgical recoveries as per Table 52, 
 A Government royalty of 3%, 
 Operating Management fee of 0.75% of operating costs, 
 Bamako office costs of US$100,000 per annum, 
 Insurance premiums to cover Political Risk, 
 Provision for Mine Closure of US$1.0 million, 
 Sustaining Capital of US$0.1 million per annum 
 A residual value for the plant and buildings of US$0 million. 

 
At US$900 per ounce the Base Case Model has the following economic parameters; 
 

 NPV (10%)  US$11.9 million 
 Net Cash   US$16.98 million 
 Mali Royalty (3%) US$5.4 million 
 Recovered ozs  0.201 million 
 Cash Costs US$/oz US$710 
 Op Cost /t milled US$59.12 

 
Annual throughput; 
 

 for SOMISY plant 2.4Mtpa @ 90% availability 
 Average Grade 3.05/t Au 
 Project Life  3.1 years 

 
The base case economics indicate that that, due to the size of the reserves, the return on 
investment (exploration, feasibility and exploitation) is marginal with a royalty of 3% and 
the Government equity of 10% and the payback is only achieved in year 3. 
 
Figure 41 and Table 57 show the sensitivity of the net cash flow of the Project to varying 
capital costs, operating costs, grade, and gold prices.  The project is most sensitive to 
variations in gold grade and gold price and to a lesser extent to operating cost 
movements.  The graph shows that the returns are not materially impacted by increases or 
decreases in capital costs. 
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Figure 41: Base Case Net Cash flow Sensitivity (After Resolute). 
 

 
Table 57: Base Case Net Cash Flow Sensitivity (After Resolute). 

 
Table 58 shows the earning by the various participants in the Tabakoroni project 
including the State of Mali.  As shown in the table the State of Mali’s projected income, 
including tax on the charges for toll treatment of ore, are 50% of the total free cash 
generated by the project. 
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-ve Net Cash Flow +ve 

-20.0% -10.0% -5.0% 0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 20.0% 

Diluted Grade Gold oz -15.09 1.00 9.04 17.08 22.82 28.05 38.51 

Processing Recoveries Gold oz -15.09 1.00 9.04 17.08 22.82 28.05 33.66 

Unhedged Gold Value Gold oz -15.09 1.00 9.04 17.08 22.82 28.05 38.51 

Pre-Production Capital  17.41 17.25 17.16 17.08 17.00 16.91 16.75 

Production  Capital 17.32 17.20 17.14 17.08 17.02 16.96 16.84 

Mining Cost 26.68 22.14 19.87 17.08 13.59 10.10 3.11 

Processing Cost 27.73 22.66 20.13 17.08 13.18 9.29 1.50 
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Equity in 
New 

Mining 
Company 

Contributing 
Capital 

Royalty 
and NSR 

($/M) 

Free 
Cash 

($/M)

Taxes: 
direct 
and 

indirect
($/M) 

Toll 
Milling 

(SOMISY) 
tax credit

($/M) 

Reimbursement 
Fee 

($/M) 

Total 
Earning 
($/M) 

% of 
Total 

Earning

Mali 
Government 

10% 
 

5.43 1.70 6.97 6.77 1.50 22.37 54% 

Bagoe Corp 5% 0.85 0.85 2% 

N. KEITA¹ 0% 3.62   3.62 9% 

Resolute  51% 60.00% 8.66 8.66 21% 

Etruscan 34% 40.00% 5.77 5.77 14% 

Totals 100% 100% 9.05 16.98 6.97 6.77 1.50 41.27 100% 

 
Table 58: Participants Earnings from the Mining of Ore at Tabakoroni (After Resolute). 
 
Risk Assessment 
 
There are a number of opportunities to improve the economics and life of the project. 
Amongst these, is the; 
 

 Recoveries (Sulphide) in the Sulphide ore are higher than indicated in the model, 
 Supply of power from Côte d’Ivoire would lower treatment costs for SOMISY at 

Syama and hence the Finkolo ore treatment, 
 Further exploration success. 

 
Risks to the project are; 
 

 The required environmental permit and Finkolo exploitation permit  may not be 
granted by the regulatory authorities. 

 The proposed haul road between Tabakoroni and Syama is not approved by the 
regulatory authorities.  

 SOMISY does not have approval from the regulatory authorities to treat the 
Tabakoroni ore.  

 Higher World oil prices which will increase operating costs for processing, 
mining and transport. 

 Gold price is lower than used in the evaluation.  
 Water supply for the mining and processing is reduced. 
 Suitable funding for the project cannot be sourced. 
 Grade of the ore is less than projected in the feasibility study. 
 Operational and technical risks, including geological, geotechnical and 

metallurgical risks. 
 
OTHER RELEVANT DATA AND INFORMATION 
 
There is no other data or information that is relevant to this report. 
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INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The pertinent observations and interpretations which have been developed in producing 
this report on the Tabakoroni deposit are detailed in the sections above.  The most recent 
resource estimate (Resolute, 2009) suggests that at a 1 g/t cut-off a Measured and 
Indicated Mineral Resource totals 6.8 Mt at an average grade of 2.8 g/t for 610 koz of 
contained gold. In addition, an Inferred Mineral Resource of 3.1 Mt at 2.2 g/t for 220 koz 
has also been estimated. 
 
The reserves for the Tabakoroni deposit are based on a gold price of US$900/oz which is 
projected to be the average gold price on commencement of the project.  The life of the 
operation is anticipated to be 3 years and the ore will be sourced from three separate open 
pits that have been defined along the strike of the deposit. Total Proven Reserves were 
estimated at 1.0 Mt at an average grade of 3.3 g/t for 109 koz of contained gold and 
Probable Reserves at 1.4 Mt at an average grade of 2.9 g/t for 127 koz of contained gold. 
 
Mineral resources and reserves have been estimated in conformity with generally 
accepted CIM “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practice 
Guidelines” (CIM, 2003). Mineral resources and reserves have been classified according 
to the “CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves” (CIM, 
2005). Resource estimation was carried out by Richard Bray, Resource Geologist of 
Resolute, and the reserve estimation was completed by Guy Simpson whom is employed 
fulltime as a Group Mining Engineer by Resolute. Both Mr. Bray and Mr. Simpson are 
Qualified Persons as defined by NI 43-101.  
 
Results of the economic analysis indicate that exploitation of the Tabakoroni Gold 
Deposit is economically viable by hauling and treating the ore at the existing Syama 
processing plant is economically viable and should proceed. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Work should continue to establish a gold mining operation at Tabakoroni and haul ore to 
Syama. 
 
Opportunities exist in most areas of the project to be more rigorously investigated to firm 
up certain assumptions and or removing some of the risks identified during the feasibility 
study.  
 
It is recommended to consolidate the proposed Finkolo exploitation permit with the 
Alihamdoulilaye exploration permit (Arrêté № 09-1153 dated 18 May 2009) to create a 
single exploitation permit in the near future via negotiation with the Alihamdoulilaye 
permit holder (Figure 42).  The consolidated permit, if approved, would have an area of 
approximately 237km², and will increase the likelihood of additional gold resources 
being developed without reducing the benefits to the local communities or the 
Government. 
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Figure 42: Proposed Permit Consolidation (After Resolute). 
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I, Stephen Ray Stine, do hereby certify that; 

1. I am a United States of America citizen and reside at 17055 E. Dorado Circle, 
Centennial, Colorado, 80015, United States of America. 

2. I am the Chief Operating Officer and I act as a qualified person for Etruscan 
Resources Inc., a diversified Canadian junior mining company focused on 
acquiring dominant land positions in district scale gold and diamond belts within 
Africa. The common shares of Etruscan are traded on the TSX Exchange under 
the symbol “EET”. 

3. I am a Professional Engineer licensed by the State Board of Professional 
Engineers of Colorado and Minnesota and have practiced my profession on a 
continuous basis for a period of 38 years.  I am a member of the Prospectors and 
Developers Association of Canada. 

4. I graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Metallurgical Engineering from 
the Colorado School of Mines in Golden, Colorado in 1972.  I have been 
employed with the operations divisions of AMAX (Climax, CO), Southern Peru 
Copper Corp. (Cuajone, Peru), Cyprus Minerals (Thompson Creek, ID, Sierrita 
and Twin Butts, AZ and Bismark, Mex.), FMC Gold (Paradise Peak), North 
American Palladium (Lac des Iles). Previous positions include President of 
Laguna Gold, President of New Millennium Mining, COO Alamos Gold, VP Ops. 
First Dynasty Mines, VP Corp. Dev. Tournigan Gold and VP Ops Aurelio 
Resource Corp. I am currently Director and COO of Etruscan Resources Inc. and 
CEO and President of Mega Moly Inc. 

5. I have read the definition of “Qualified Person” in National Instrument 43-101 
(the “National Instrument”) and certify that given my studies, my membership in 
a professional association (within the meaning given to this term in the National 
Instrument) and my past relevant professional experience, I can be considered as a 
“Qualified Person” within the meaning of said National Instrument. 

6. I have not visited the Finkolo exploration permit.  

7. I am the co-author of the technical report entitled “Feasibility Study for the 
Tabakoroni Gold Deposit, Mali, West Africa” dated June 10, 2010  (the 
“Technical Report”) 

8. As of the date hereof and to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the 
Technical Report contains all the scientific and technical information that is 
required to be disclosed to make the Technical Report not misleading. 

9. Pursuant to the requirements of Section 1.4 of National Instrument 43-101, I 
cannot be considered independent from Etruscan since I hold shares, stock options 
of Etruscan and I have been employed with Etruscan for the past year. 

10. I have read National Instrument 43-101, Form 43-101F1 and Companion Policy 
43-101 CP and I hereby certify that the Technical Report was prepared in 
compliance with the requirements thereof. 
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Dated at Centennial, Colorado, USA, this 10th day of June, 2010. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

       (Signed) Stephen Ray Stine 

Stephen Ray Stine, P.E. 
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I, K. Kirk Woodman, do hereby certify that; 

1. I am a Canadian citizen and reside at 199 Beaverbank Crossroad, Lower 
Sackville, Nova Scotia, Canada. 

2. I am the Chief Project Geologist and I act as a qualified person for Etruscan 
Resources Inc., a diversified Canadian junior mining company focused on 
acquiring dominant land positions in district scale gold and diamond belts within 
Africa. The common shares of Etruscan are traded on the TSX Exchange under 
the symbol “EET”. 

3. I am a Professional Geologist licensed by the Association of Engineers and 
Geoscientists of Newfoundland and Labrador and have practiced my profession 
on a continuous basis for a period of 25 years.  I am a member of the Prospectors 
and Developers Association. 

4. I graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from Acadia 
University in 1985.  I have been employed with the Exploration Divisions of 
several mining firms including Kidd Creek Mines Ltd., Falconbridge, Western 
Mining Corporation and as a consulting geologist with D. R. Duncan & 
Associates Ltd. 

5. I have read the definition of “Qualified Person” in National Instrument 43-101 
(“National Instrument”) and certify that given my studies, my membership in a 
professional association (within the meaning given to this term in the National 
Instrument) and my past relevant professional experience, I can be considered as 
a “Qualified Person” within the meaning of said National Instrument. 

6. I am the co-author of the technical report entitled “Feasibility Study for the 
Tabakoroni Gold Deposit, Mali, West Africa” dated June 10, 2010 (the 
“Technical Report”) 

7. I visited the Finkolo exploration permit on June 9th to 12th, 2006. 

8. As of the date hereof and to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, 
the Technical Report contains all the scientific and technical information that is 
required to be disclosed to make the Technical Report not misleading. 

9. Pursuant to the requirements of Section 1.4 of National Instrument 43-101, I 
cannot be considered independent from Etruscan since I hold shares, stock 
options of Etruscan and I have been employed with Etruscan for the past four 
years. 

10. I have read National Instrument 43-101, Form 43-101F1 and Companion Policy 
43-101 CP and I hereby certify that the Technical Report was prepared in 
compliance with the requirements thereof. 

 

Dated at Youga, Burkina Faso, this 10th day of June, 2010. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 

       (Signed) K. Kirk Woodman 

K. Kirk Woodman, P.Geo.  
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APPENDIX 1 
DETAILED MINING COSTS
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